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Abstract
In this paper we apply the Functional Renormalization Group Equa-
tion (FRGE) to the non-commutative scalar field theory proposed by
Grosse and Wulkenhaar. We derive the flow equation in the matrix rep-
resentation and discuss the theory space for the self-dual model. The
features introduced by the external dimensionful scale provided by the
non-commutativity parameter, originally pointed out in [1], are discussed
in the FRGE context. Using a technical assumption, but without resort-
ing to any truncation, it is then shown that the theory is asymptotically
safe for suitably small values of the φ4 coupling, recovering the result of
[2]. Finally, we show how the FRGE can be easily used to compute the
one loop beta-functions of the duality covariant model.
1 Introduction
The Functional Renormalization Group Equation (FRGE) is a powerful tool in
the study of interacting Quantum Field Theories (QFT) and statistical systems.
The FRGE proposed in [3, 4] describes the evolution of the quantum effective
average action of a theory when changing the coarse graining scale, and has
found a number of applications in statistical Physics [5], particle Physics and in
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the “asymptotic safety” conjecture in Quantum Gravity [6, 7]. Despite appear-
ing as a one-loop equation, it accounts for arbitrarily many-loop effects through
effective operators, and it is particularly suited for the study of non-perturbative
questions1. In what follows, we refer to approaches relying on the flow of the ef-
fective average action as “functional renormalization”, and call approaches that
study the running of the action “Wilsonian”.
Technically, the FRGE is a differential equation defined on a theory space,
i.e. on the infinite dimensional space of action functionals compatible with the
field content and symmetries of the QFT we want to consider. In practice,
this concept often boils down to considering a truncation ansatz for the theory
space, which is usually much “smaller” than that or even finite-dimensional.
Most truncations are approximations as they are not stable under the RG flow.
It is thus interesting in its own right to study the flow of a physical theory
without resorting to any truncation. This would e.g. lead to understanding
whether the ultraviolet (UV) behavior of Quantum Gravity is dominated by an
attractive fixed point with a finite number of relevant directions as suggested
by the asymptotic safety conjecture. Unfortunately, such an approach presents
several technical difficulties, which appear very hard to overcome. This provides
the motivation for this paper: we consider a much simpler model that can be
studied on an entire theory space.
Non-commutative field theories may appear an awkward choice for a test-
ing ground for the FRGE. Even if they are physically interesting, as they arise
naturally as a limiting regime of some string theories [8] and may provide a de-
scription of the quantum Hall effect [9], their renormalization is rather problem-
atic. The presence of a fundamental length scale, encoded in the dimensionful
non-commutativity parameter θ, may suggest that the theory is well behaved
in the UV. However, it turns out that in absence of an UV cutoff many theories
have several infrared (IR) divergent graphs that, when inserted in larger graphs,
spoil their renormalizability: this is the “UV/IR mixing” problem [10].
A way around this problem has been found by Grosse andWulkenhaar (GW),
who proved that a particular, φ4-like, scalar field theory on Moyal space is per-
turbatively renormalizable [11, 12, 13, 14]. Before that, Langmann and Szabo
already noticed that such a model has a remarkable covariance under the inter-
change of positions and momenta [15] which becomes invariance for a particular
choice of the bare action. We call this the self-dual GW model. This, together
with the fact that the GW model can be formulated as a matrix theory, which
is particularly simple in self-dual case, allowed to prove that the β-function of
the model vanishes to all orders of perturbation theory [2]. Thus, the renor-
malization group flow of the φ4-coupling constant is bounded, and the theory is
asymptotically safe. This is much better than ordinary φ4 theory, which appears
to be plagued by the infamous Landau ghost.
In this paper we use the matrix formulation of the GW model and study
its renormalization with the FRGE. The second motivation for this paper is to
1The term non-perturbative is here referred to systems that do not admit a treatment
in perturbation theory, and should not be misunderstood as the inequivalent notion of non-
perturbative in constructive field theory.
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show how convenient FRGE techniques are to study matrix theories. To do
so, we will adapt the FRGE formalism to matrix theories, and in particular
discuss the features introduced by the dimensionful scale θ. We will use slightly
different reasoning compared to what was used in Wilsonian renormalization in
[1], but ultimately reach equivalent conclusions.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the Moyal space as
a setting for non-commutative QFTs, present the associated matrix represen-
tation, and formulate the GW model in both languages. Second, we recover
the flow equation in the matrix base, with attention to the definition of the
theory space for the self-dual theory. As mentioned, we discuss the fixed point
condition and asymptotic safety in presence of a fundamental scale. In the fol-
lowing section, we explicitly compute the one-loop β-functions of the duality
invariant model, which we compare with [16], and use them to show without
resorting to any truncation that, under some technical assumptions, the model
is asymptotically safe. We show in particular that there is a one-dimensional
attractor in the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point, essentially given by a fi-
nite φ4-coupling. Finally, we show how the computation can be extended to
include duality-covariant terms, in a simple truncation, and easily recover the
perturbative result that the self-dual theory is UV attractive at one-loop [16].
2 Setup
The Grosse-Wulkenhaar model is a bare action for a scalar field theory on a
noncommutative deformation of R4, following [17, 11]. We will now introduce
the effective average action setup for this model: the noncommutative deforma-
tion (Section 2.1), the FRGE (Sec. 2.2) and examine the self-dual theory space
(Sec. 2.3) as well as discussing “fundamentality” in this theory space (Sec. 2.4).
2.1 Noncommutative Space and Matrix Representation
For p ∈ R4 we define the symbol ep with product epeq = ep+qe i2pT .Θ.q, where
Θµν = θ
(
εµν34 + ε12µν
)
.2 This requires the introduction of a constant θ, which
has the dimensions of a length squared. Defining the evaluation ep(x) := e
ixT .p
for x ∈ R4 we consider the associative algebra over C of Schwartz functions
f ∈ S(R4) with product
f1 ⋆ f2 :=
∫
d4pd4qf˜1(p)f˜2(q)epeq, (1)
where f˜(p) :=
∫
d4x
(2π)4 f(x)e
ixT .p. We call this the position representation. Let
us now introduce a matrix representation of this algebra: using the idem-
potent fo(x) = 4e
−xT .x
θ and the harmonic oscillator ladder operators a1 =
1√
2
(x1 + ix2) and a2 =
1√
2
(x3 + ix4), we define the complete set of linearly
2We take Levi-Civita symbol to yield ε1234 = 1.
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independent functions
fn1m1n2m2 =
(a∗1)
⋆m1(a∗2)
⋆m2 ⋆ fo ⋆ (a1)
⋆n1(a2)
⋆n2
√
θn1+n2+m1+m2n1!n2!m1!m2!
, (2)
such that
∫
d4xfn1m1n2m2 = (2πθ)
2δn1m1δn2m2 . This allows us to construct the
matrix representation by expanding
φ(x) =
∑
n1m1n2m2
φn1m1n2m2fn1m1n2m2(x) , (3)
which remarkably turns the ⋆-product into a matrix product
(φ ⋆ ψ)n1m1n2m2 =
∑
k1k2
φn1k1n2k2ψk1m1k2m2 , (4)
and the volume integral into a matrix trace∫
d4xφ(x) = (2πθ)2
∑
n1n2
φn1n1n2n2 . (5)
To simplify notation we will henceforth condense the quadruple (n1,m1, n2,m2)
into a pair of matrix indices (n,m), and indicate the matrix product with a dot.
A general ⋆-local functional F of a field φ on R4θ can be expanded in monomials
both in the matrix representation and in the position representation
F [φ] =
∑
i,~ji
Tr
(
φ.Aj1 ... φ.Ajni
)
=
∑
i,~ji
∫
d4xφ(x)⋆Aj1 (x)⋆ ... ⋆ φ⋆Ajni (x) . (6)
In particular, the ladder operators in the matrix representation have matrix
elements
(a1)mn =
√
(m+ 1)θ δm1+1,n1δm2,n2 , (a
∗
1)mn =
√
mθ δm1,n1+1δm2,n2 , (7)
and likewise for a2, a
∗
2. By construction, these operators obey canonical com-
mutation relations upon normalization.
The Grosse -Wulkenhaar Model
Using x˜µ := 2(θ
−1)µνxν , the action proposed by Grosse and Wulkenhaar [11] is
S[φ(x)] =
∫
d4x
(
1
2
(∂µφ) ⋆ (∂
µφ) +
1
2
Ω2(x˜µφ) ⋆ (x˜
µφ)+
+
1
2
m2φ ⋆ φ+
1
4!
λφ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ ⋆ φ
)
, (8)
where Ω > 0 is a dimensionless parameter. The field φ(x) has the dimension of a
mass, as in the commutative case. This model breaks translation invariance, as
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the second term adds an harmonic oscillator potential. Under the interchange
of position and momenta pµ ↔ x˜µ and φˆ(p)↔ π2θ2
∫
d4xe(−1)
jpµxµφ(x) (where
j denotes the position of φ in a monomial φ ⋆ ... ⋆ φ) the Grosse-Wulkenhaar
action transforms covariantly:
S(Ω,m, λ)→ Ω2Sˆ( 1
Ω
,
m
Ω
,
λ
Ω2
). (9)
The action is self-dual when Ω = 1. The symmetry of the self-dual action
is particularly simple in the matrix representation. Introducing four matrix
operators
X˜2k−1 :=
a∗k + ak√
2θ
, X˜2k :=
a∗k − ak
i
√
2θ
, k = 1, 2 , (10)
and defining ω := Ω2 − 1 and the volume element ν := (2πθ)2, the action (8)
reads in the matrix basis
S[φmn] = νTr
(
1 + ω2
2
φ.X˜µ.X˜
µ.φ+
1
2
ω φ.X˜µ.φ.X˜
µ+
+
1
2
m2 φ.φ+
1
4!
λ φ.φ.φ.φ
)
, (11)
and φmn retains the same mass dimension as in the real space. Using the explicit
form of X˜µ, at Ω = 1 (ω = 0) the diagonal kinetic term is
φ.X˜µ.X˜
µ.φ = φmnKmnklφkl = φmn 4
θ
(n1 +m1 + n2 +m2 + 2)δmlδnkφkl, (12)
which yields propagator by straightforward inversion. The term φ.X˜µ.φ.X˜
µ
would give a non-diagonal matrix operator, whose inversion is possible [13], but
rather cumbersome. It will also be useful to introduce the matrix multiplication
by the operator Kmn :=
4
θ (m1 + m2 + 1)δmn, rather than working with the
four-indices Hessian Kmnkl, so that
Tr
[
φ.X˜µ.X˜
µ.ψ
]
=
∑
m,n,k,l
φmnKmnklψkl = Tr [φ.K.ψ] + Tr [ψ.K.φ] . (13)
2.2 Flow Equation for the Effective Average Action
To derive an RG flow equation in matrix base and fix notations, we follow
Wetterich’s original approach [3, 4] and consider the partition function
eWk[j] =
∫
DΛχ exp
(−SΛ[χ]−∆kS[χ] + νTr(jT .χ)) , (14)
with an overall sharp cutoff in the UV (i.e. in matrix size)
DΛχ =
Λ2θ∏
n=0
Λ2θ∏
m=0
dχmn. (15)
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so that the functional measure is a well-defined finite product of Lebesgue mea-
sures. We add a quadratic IR suppression term ∆kS[χ] =
1
2χabR
abcd
k χcd
3 that
modifies the spectrum of the kinetic operator K for eigenvalues smaller than
k2 (the IR modes) by adding a positive term of order k2, and leaves remaining
modes (the UV) unchanged. Let us introduce
φab := 〈χab〉 = ν−1 δδjab eWk[j]
∣∣∣
j=0
,
Cabcd := 〈χabχcd〉 = φabφcd + ν−2 δ
2Wk[j]
δjabδjcd
∣∣∣
j=0
.
(16)
We introduce the partial and total scale derivatives ∂t := k∂k and dt respectively
(the latter will be also indicated by a dot). We have from (14) that
∂tWk|j = −
1
2
CabcdR˙
abcd
k . (17)
We require that Rabcdk vanishes (or decays fast enough) for a, b & k
2θ , as well
as a fast enough decay of dtR
abcd
k . The effective average action is
Γk[φ] := sup
j
{
ν Tr(jT .φ)−Wk[j]
}−∆kS[φ]
= ν Tr(jTk∗.φ)−Wk[jk∗]−∆kS[φ], (18)
where jk∗ denotes the (by assumption) unique jk where the supremum is at-
tained. The total scale derivative of the effective average action is, using (16,
17)
Γ˙k[φ] = ν Tr
(
φ.dtj
T
k∗
)− ∂tWk[j]|j=jk∗− δWk[j]δjrs
∣∣∣∣
j=jk∗
dtjk∗rs − 1
2
φabφcddtR
abcd
k
= −1
2
ν−2
δ2Wk[j]
δjabδjcd
∣∣∣∣
j=jk∗
R˙abcdk . (19)
Since δφrsδφtu = δrtδsu, which is the identity in matrix space, we get the familiar
formula for the two point function(
Γ(2) +R
)−1
xyrs
[φ] = −ν−2 δ
2Wk[j]
δjxyδjrs
∣∣∣∣
j=jk∗[φ]
, (20)
where we used an obvious short-hand for functional derivatives. The FRGE
takes the form
Γ˙k[φ] =
1
2
(Γ(2) +R)−1abcdR˙
abcd
k , (21)
where Rk provides both an IR and a UV cutoff (via its scale derivative) at
a, b ≈ k2θ. In what follows we evaluate this equation in a vertex expansion. Let
δ2(Γk +∆kS)[φ]
δφtuδφab
= Gtuab + Ftuab[φ] , (22)
3For convenience, we incorporate ν inRk, which has now mass dimension −2. Furthermore,
when this does not generate confusion, we suppress the subscript index k in Rk , Wk, etc.
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by construction, the field independent part is IR regulated and can be inverted.
Defining P := G−1 and using (Γ(2) + R)−1 =
∑∞
n=0(−PF )nP , the vertex ex-
pansion for (21) is
Γ˙k[φ] =
1
2
(Pabcd − PabrsFrstuPtucd + ...) R˙abcdk . (23)
The most general ansatz for the vertex expansion of the effective average action
compatible with the symmetry φ→ −φ is of the form
Γk[φ] =
∞∑
i=1
Γn1m1...n2im2ik φn1m1 ...φn2im2i , (24)
where m2i, n2i ect. are actually double indices, i.e. m2i ≡ ([m2i]1, [m2i]2). The
general Hessian takes the form
Γ
(2)ab,cd
k [φ] =
∞∑
i=1
F
abcdn1m1...n2i−2m2i−2
k φn1m1 ...φn2i−2m2i−2 , (25)
where F
abcdn1m1...n2i−2m2i−2
k is the sum over all permutations of multi-index
pairs in Γn1m1...n2im2ik . The explicit form of the vertex expansion can be worked
out by a tedious but straightforward computation once the theory space has
been defined. In Appendix B we explicitly provide the terms that we need to
investigate asymptotic safety.
Choice of Regulators
The partition function (14) involves an overall UV cut-off measure (15).Thus,
for Λ1 > Λ2, we must impose the Wilsonian consistency condition
e−SΛ2 [φ] =
∫ ∏
Λ2
√
θ<n,m≤Λ1
√
θ
dφnme
−SΛ1 [φ] , (26)
to ensure that Wk in (14) is independent of the UV cutoff Λ ≥ k, for any fixed
k. However, in (21) the UV cutoff is provided by the scale derivative of the
regulator R˙k so that, if we choose Rk appropriately, no mode corresponding to
a scale larger than k has to be summed over to obtain the flow equation for
Γk. Then, the latter depends on the UV cutoff just formally, as long as we take
Λ ≥ k; in particular, as we will discuss in next section, it will be convenient to
set Λ ≈ k after computing the flow equation, in order to identify the couplings.
However, taking the limit k →∞ still requires some care, as we shall discuss in
Section 2.4. Notice that the insensitivity of the flow equation to the cutoff Λ is
due to the fact that we work with the effective average action Γk, rather than
directly with the Wilsonian action Sk,Λ.
For the self-dual model, we can require the regulator to be of the form
(Rk)abcd = ν k
2Z r
(
a
θ
,
b
θ
)
δdaδbc H
[
k2θ − ‖a, b‖] , (27)
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we have explicitly written the volume element ν, the scaling dimension k2 and
a k-dependent dimensionless wave function renormalization Z = Z(k). This is
useful because the regulator appears in the two-point function. H is Heaviside’s
step function. Observe that Rk is diagonal in the matrix indices. The cutoff on
the UV modes depends on the choice of the norm on the indices; a convenient
choice is e.g. ‖(a, b)‖ = sup(a, b). To ensure that the cutoff is effective in the IR,
we also have to require that r(x, y) > 0 when x, y → 0, and that the function
r is monotonic. The physical predictions will then be largely independent of
the details of the r and of the norm, as expected from a similar feature in
commutative field theories.
To carry out explicit calculations it is necessary to pick a particular Rk. We
consider two choices. The first is constructed to model the matrix-size cut-off
used in perturbation theory.
Rabcdk = νZ αk2 δdaδbcH
[
βk2 − a+1θ
]
H
[
βk2 − b+1θ
]
, (28)
with α > 0 and β > 0 free parameters. It implements a mass term of order αk2
on the low momentum modes, i.e. on the modes such that a1 + a2 + 1 ≤ βθk2
and b1 + b2 + 1 ≤ βθk2. Its scale derivative is
R˙abcdk = νZ (1 +
η
2
)2αk2 δadδbcH
[
βk2 − a+1θ
]
H
[
βk2 − b+1θ
]
+ ..., (29)
where η = 1Z ∂Z. This regulator provides an UV cutoff on the matrix size
at order βθk2 when inserted in the trace in (23). Furthermore R˙ will also
contain δ-functions coming from e.g. dtH
[
βk2 − a+1θ
]
that we omitted, since
we will use this regulator only to mimic perturbative calculations and as such in
truncations where these δ-functions are either projected out or appear in terms
that are suppressed for k → ∞. The main difference between this regulator
and the regularization scheme employed in perturbation theory, as in [16], is
the presence of the IR regulator αk2; as we will see, to recover the perturbative
result we will have to formally send α → 0 at the end of our calculation, and
we will confirm that the result is independent of β.
The second choice for the regulator is to mimic Litim’s “optimized” regulator
[18]
Rabcdk = νZ β
(
k2 − a+b+2β θ
)
δdaδbcH
[
βk2 − a+1θ
]
H
[
βk2 − b+1θ
]
. (30)
Here we have only one free parameter β > 0, because we require R to cancel
the kinetic term coming from Γ
(2)
k . The derivative yields
R˙abcdk = ηR
abcd
k + νZ β2k2δdaδbcH
[
βk2 − a+1θ
]
H
[
βk2 − b+1θ
]
, (31)
where this time no δ-functions are generated. A nice feature of this regulator is
that in the truncation Γk = Sk (see Section 3.1), we have that G = S
(2)|φ=0+R
is a scalar matrix for a, b smaller than the UV cutoff, so that its inversion is
straightforward. This choice converges fast in a derivative expansion [18, 19]
and reduces scheme effects. We will observe a similar feature later.
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Identification of Field Monomials
The vertex and derivative expansion are very powerful tools for the evaluation
of traces appearing in exact RG equations. The derivative expansion is well
adapted to commutative field theories, because (1) it is adapted to the prin-
ciple of locality, (2) the dimension of the lowest dimensional operator at each
order of the derivative expansion increases with the order of the expansion and
(3) it allows to evaluate the traces successively by expanding the field config-
uration around homogeneous configurations. It is however poorly adapted to
noncommutative field theories, since their position representation is nonlocal.
To construct a generalization of the derivative expansion that is suitable
to the noncommutative setting, we observe that the noncommutative analogue
of local products is the matrix product (in matrix representation), and the
analogue of an integral is replaced by the matrix trace. Moreover, we observe
that the ladder operators play a role analogous to the derivative operators.
However, insertion of matrices with vanishing elements except in the upper
left n × n entries, which is the analogue of an expansion around homogeneous
fields, is not annihilated by any power of K. Thus, we can not use matrices
with upper left n× n entries to project onto a truncation with a small number
of K operators4. We thus have to adopt a different strategy to identify field
monomials in the flow equation.
Let us order the field monomials by their dimension, so for any d there is
only a finite number of couplings with dimension smaller or equal d. We can
then find a finite n(d), and in fact a minimal no(d), such that all monomials
Oi[φ] of dimension smaller or equal d can be distinguished by their dependence
on upper-left square matrices φ|n×n of size n = n(d), i.e. the equation∑
{i:[Oi]≤d}
giOi[φ|n×n] = F(φ0000, ..., φnnnn) (32)
can be inverted for the couplings gi(φ0000, ..., φnnnn), but this inversion is in gen-
eral not unique. Once a particular inversion is chosen, we can include monomials
Oj [φ] with [Oj ] = d + 1 and find n(d + 1) such that the analogue of equation
(32) can be inverted for the couplings gj while the expressions for the gi are kept
at the particular choice made in the previous step. This procedure can then be
iterated to include arbitrarily high dimensional monomials. This procedure is
however still ambiguous, because (1) we are free to choose any n(d) ≥ no(d),
and n(d+ 1), ... and (2) the inversion of equation (32) is in general not unique.
To fix this ambiguity, we can think of two extremal approaches: (1) We can
choose the n(d), n(d+1), ... to be the smallest numbers that allow for successive
invertibility or (2) we can choose n(d) to be of order k
√
θ. While the first choice
is closely related to the identification of couplings in perturbation theory, the
second choice is well adapted to an investigation of the full theory space in the
UV-limit, and will be used here. Thus, after manipulating the flow equation to
4The nth power of a ladder operator does indeed annihilate a field matrix with only upper
left n× n entries, but the combinations (a∗a)k do not.
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integrate the trace and expand it on the Oi basis, we will set n(d) ≈ k
√
θ to
match the monomials on the left and right hand sides; this is consistent with the
choice of the regulator (27) and the overall cutoff condition n < Λ
√
θ, Λ ≥ k,
and amounts to setting Λ ≈ k.
2.3 Theory Space and Canonical Dimension
Exact renormalization group equations in general do not preserve a particular
action, but rather define a nontrivial flow in a space of functionals of a certain
field and symmetry content. One therefore studies paths in this theory space
that are solutions to the flow equation. The properties of the RG-flow may
depend on details in definition of the theory space (compare [22] for the case of
gravity), which is why we will spend some time to examine it in our case.
We need a theory space that is stable under the flow equation and contains
the self-dual Grosse-Wulkenhaar action. Such a space was investigated in the
matrix base5 [1]. For our purposes we can start with the field monomials con-
tained inthe self-dual Grosse-Wulkenhaar action S and investigate which field
monomials are generated on the RHS of the flow equation in a vertex expansion.
This leads a larger set of field monomials which we insert into the flow equation
and the iterate the process until no new field monomials are generated on the
RHS of the FRGE. This yields a theory space that is the smallest ansatz of
functionals of matrices φ that is a priori stable under the RG flow and contains
S.
For the self-dual model with a diagonal regulator (27) we must at least
include any even (due to the symmetry φ ↔ −φ) polynomial in the field with
arbitrary insertions of K operators; a candidate ansatz for the effective action
is then
Γplank [φ] = ν
∑
i,n1...ni
gi,n1...ni−1Tr

φ.Kn1 .φ ... .φ.Kni︸ ︷︷ ︸
i terms

 , i even, (33)
modulo cyclic permutations of the indices n1, ...ni. We omit the zeros in gi,n1...ni−1
when there is one or no nk 6= 0. However, this ansatz excludes operators of the
form Trφn Trφm. Such terms are generated, from (23) taking P to be scalar6,
we get
∂tΓk[φ] =
1
2
(
Pδadδbc − P 2Fabcd + P 3FabrsFsrcd...
)
R˙k δ
adδbc. (34)
Since F includes the Hessian of the 4-points function g44! φ
4, we have
Fabcd = ν
g4
6

δcb Λ
2θ∑
m=0
φdmφma + δda
Λ2θ∑
m=0
φcmφmb + φdaφbc

+ . . . , (35)
5Presumably, if one did the same in the position representation, it would be possible to find
an isomorphism linking the two constructions, and mapping each RGs flow into each other.
However we do not investigate this issue.
6The matrix Pabcd for (33) is diagonal, but not scalar Pabcd = δadδcdg(a, b); however this
is irrelevant for the present discussion.
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Using only the general form (27, 33), we see (modulus numerical constants) that
the trace of F 2 yields
g24
k4
∼k2θ∑
a,b
f
(
a
θ ,
b
θ
)δaa Λ
2θ∑
m,n,k
φbmφmnφnkφkb +
Λ2θ∑
m,n
φamφmaφbnφnb

+ . . . . (36)
The first term, evaluated at Λ = k, yields
g24
k4
∑k2θ
a f(
a
θ , 0)
2Trφ4, that is g24θ
2Trφ4,
whereas the latter gives g24k
−4Trφ2Trφ2; observe that the latter term is sup-
pressed by θ−2k−4 for large k. Similar terms will arise from any contraction that
does not end up giving a free δ-function, as we can see e.g. by taking the trace
of (35). These contributions may be understood by a diagrammatic representa-
tions in ribbon graphs, where the terms with multiple traces are generated from
single trace vertices through non-planar diagrams7. In fact, as ordinary com-
mutative theories can be given the familiar representation in Feynman graphs,
starting from their momentum representation φp, the same can be done here.
Thinking of the matrix basis as an analogue of momentum space φmn ↔ φp
where now each field carries two indices. It is possible to introduce a repre-
sentation of the perturbative series in graphs with double lines (ribbons), see
e.g. [12]. The propagator connects two pairs of indices, whereas the φ4 ver-
tex has eight free indices. This new structure allows for a richer topology, and
most notably for the mentioned non-planar terms. While we will borrow the
related vocabulary, we will not need to consider the topological properties of
the perturbative expansion.
Let us denote the coupling constants of terms with two traces as gi,{n}|j,{m},
i+ j even, and consider a larger ansatz
Γ′k = Γ
plan
k + νθ
−2 ∑
i,j,{n},{m}
gi,{n}|j,{m}Tr

φ... .φ.Kni︸ ︷︷ ︸
i terms

Tr

φ... .φ.Kmj︸ ︷︷ ︸
j terms

 . (37)
If we do so, the flow will present several new features. First, the non-planar
terms may contribute to the flow of the planar ones. In fact, starting from a Γk
that includes νg2|2θ−2Trφ2Trφ2 = νg2|2θ−2
∑
φmnφnmφklφlk, we get
Fabcd = · · ·+ νg2|2θ−2

2δabδcd Λ
2θ∑
p,q
φklφlk + 2φbaφdc

 . (38)
Such terms both yield contributions proportional to Trφ2 when traced over.
However we have
θ−2Tr[δabδcd]Trφ2 ≈ k4Trφ2, θ−2Tr[φbaφdc] ≈ θ−2Trφ2, (39)
7In a slight abuse of nomenclature we will call single trace functionals planar and multi
trace monomials non-planar as single trace monomials are generated by planar diagrams from
single trace vertices while multi trace monomials are generated from single trace vertices by
nonplanar diagrams in perturbation theory.
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so that such traces would contribute to the beta function of the corresponding
planar term (in this case, the mass) with a UV suppression of θ−2k−4 and
θ−4k−8 respectively (at Λ = k). This is a general feature of matrix models.
Furthermore, by considering e.g. Γk = ... + νg2|6θ−2Trφ2Trφ6 we also gen-
erate terms with three traces, of the form g2|6k−2θ−2Trφ2Trφ2Trφ2. The same
reasoning can be repeated to generate terms with an arbitrary number of traces,
and it follows that terms with n+ 1 traces appear at order νθ−2n. This discus-
sion can be extended to accommodate for arbitrary insertions of operators Kn.
In general, several contractions generate terms scaling with non-positive powers
of the scale θ.
We conclude that we have to include terms with an arbitrary number of
traces, with the only constraint that the total number of field operators is even:
Γk = Γ
plan
k + νθ
−2 ∑
i,i,{n},{m}
gi,{n}|j,{m}Tr (φ...Kni)Tr (φ... φ.Kmj )+ (40)
+ νθ−4
∑
i,i,k,{n},{m},{p}
gi,{n}|j,{m}|k,{p}Tr (φ...Kni)Tr (...)Tr (φ... .φ.Kpk) + . . . ,
up to cyclic permutations of each string {n}, {m}, .... and of arbitrary permu-
tations of the couples (i, {n}) with (j, {m}), and so on. By construction (40) is
stable under the RG flow in the vertex expansion, and it is this a theory space
that we will use to investigate the self dual GW model.
Let us now consider the canonical dimension of operators, starting with the
monomials appearing in S. In the position representation (8) we immediately
read off that φ(x) has mass dimension 1, the kinetic term ∂µ∂µ + Ω
2x˜µx˜µ has
dimension 2 and the volume element d4x dimension −4. As remarked, by con-
struction this translates to φmn, K and ν respectively. Since the action must be
dimensionless, the dimension of any planar operator, and hence of its coupling is
determined by the number of fields #φ and of kinetic operators #K it involves
(in agreement with the more rigerous discussion in [1]):
[
gi,{n}
]
= −#θ [θ]−#φ [φ]−#K [K] = 4− i− 2
i−1∑
k=1
nk. (41)
For the non-planar terms, we have to take into account the different powers of
θ appearing; for instance
[
gi,{n}|j,{m}
]
= −j − i− 2∑i−1k=1 nk − 2∑j−1h=1mk, and
so on. A detailed discussion of the dimension of more general operators can be
found in [1].
Comment on the Norm on Theory Space
Notice that we have omitted to define the combinatorial coefficients in front of
the couplings gi,{n}, gi,{n}|j,{m} etc. This would make no difference if we had
finitely many of those, but in our case their asymptotic behavior in i,m is related
to the choice of the norm in the theory space. We expect that not all norms lead
to a well-defined flow equation. It is outside the scope of this paper to construct
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such a norm or even prove existence of a norm in which the FRGE is regular
on the respective Banach completion. Instead, we assume that the couplings
are asymptotically constant8 in n,m, i.e. that a term such as Tr[φi.Kn] and
Tr[φi.Kn
′
] come with the same coefficient9. Then, we will assume that in this
scenario the FRGE can be exists and has a unique, regular flow and proceed to
bound the flow to the IR by summing up an infinite number of contributions
appearing in the FRGE. Under these assumptions, we will find that the flow
can be bounded. In this light, our manipulations are formal, in the same sense
as proving a result to all order in perturbation theory is formal if one does not
provide a proof of (Borel) summability of the perturbative series.
2.4 Fixed Point Condition and Asymptotic Safety
Functional renormalization group equations are a priori concerned with effective
field theories at a finite renormalization scale and not with fundamental theo-
ries at an infinite bare scale. A sufficient condition for a fundamental theory to
exist in the exact renormalization group setting is to be able to take the limit
in which the renormalization scale goes to infinity. The simplest scenario is to
consider points which are left invariant by the RG flow; however, the concept of
a “fixed point” is a subtle one in presence of an external dimensionful scale, as
argued in [1] . It is therefore necessary for our purposes to give a precise defi-
nition within the FRGE framework. We start by briefly discussing the floating
point condition formulated in [1] in the context of Polchinski’s equation; that
argument naturally generalizes to any renormalization approach concerned with
the Wilsonian action Sk,Λ; we then change the viewpoint slightly and discuss
this condition within the FRGE framework.
The Wilsonian effective action is defined so that the partition function
eWk = Zk =
∫
DΛφ exp (−Sk,Λ[φ]−∆kS[φ]) , (42)
of a field theory remains unchanged when the scale k IR-regulator ∆kS is
changed. This can be used to derive an exact renormalization group equa-
tion for Sk,Λ[φ], at a fixed cutoff. In absence of an external scale L one can
formulate a sufficient condition for the limit Λ → ∞ to exist for SΛ, based on
dimensional analysis. Let us expand
Sk,Λ[φ] =
∑
i
gˆi,Λk k
[Oi]Oi[φ], (43)
where Oi[φ] are a dense linearly independent set of operators of mass dimension
− [Oi] in the theory space and gˆi,Λk are the associated dimensionless couplings.
We can safely take the limit k → Λ, getting SΛ[φ] =
∑
i gˆ
i,Λ
Λ Λ
[Oi]Oi[φ]. Since
8It is even possible for our purpose to relax this a bit and allow for some non-constant
asymptotic behavior.
9For convenience, we take g4 7→ 14! g4 = 14!λ and g2 7→ 12 g2 = m2 to make contact with the
notation used in perturbation theory.
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the gˆi,Λk are dimensionless, k∂kgˆ
i,Λ
k = 0 implies that gˆ
i,Λ
k is independent of Λ as
well. Hence a sufficient condition for limΛ→∞ SΛ,Λ to exist is that k∂kgˆ
i,Λ
k = 0
for all dimensionless coupling constants10. The natural generalization of this
reasoning to theories with a dimensional external scale is to expand Sk,Λ[φ] =∑
i gˆ
i,Λ
k k
[Oi]Oi[Lˆ, φ], where Lˆ = Lk−[L], and impose the floating point condition
k∂kgˆ
i,Λ
k
∣∣∣
Lˆ
= 0 . (44)
So, although L is the external scale in the theory, one holds Lˆ fixed to find a
condition to be able to take the limit Λ→∞.
Let us now consider the effective average action Γk. In the FRGE approach,
we can think of Γk as defined by the flow equation. As discussed, by an ap-
propriate choice of the IR-regulator ∆kS, the latter is independent of the UV
cutoff Λ for k ≤ Λ. Let us expand Γk[φ] =
∑
i gˆ
i
kk
[Oi]Oi[φ] in a dense set of lin-
early independent operators Oi as above. We use (assume) that only bounded
functions of n-point functions are observable. Dimensional analysis then implies
that an observable O is a function O = k[O]f(gˆi) of the dimensionless couplings
gˆi, such that the existence of all dimensionless couplings gˆik := g
i
kk
[Oi] implies
that all physical observables exist. If we define the existence of a field theory
at a renormalization scale if and only if all dimensionless ratios of observables
exist, then a sufficient condition for a fundamental theory is the usual RG-fixed
point condition for all essential dimensionless couplings
k∂kgˆ
i,Λ
k = 0 . (45)
We can use this definition even if the system admits a dimensional scale L, and
take the powers of L occurring in Oi simply to contribute the dimension of Oi,
provided they are well defined when the cutoff is removed. This amounts to
showing that it is possible to construct a norm for the Oi that is well defined
even when the cutoff is removed. In the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model, where the
external scale is θ, we can set θˆ = θΛ2, and we must require that the norm
of the operators does not diverge when the cutoff is removed, i.e. θˆ → ∞.
This is indeed the case in the GW model with our theory space because, as
we have remarked, the flow generates only contributions that scale with with
non-positive powers of θˆ in a vertex expansion; for a more detailed discussion
of this point, see [1]. With respect to the condition (45) one sees that the free
theory, defined by the massless quadratic part of (11), is indeed a fixed point of
the RG flow.
Practically there is no difference between the floating point condition (44)
and the fixed point condition (45) on our theory space. The different reasoning
comes from the different ways in which we implement the requirement to be
able to safely take the renormalization scale to infinity.
Once we have identified a fixed point, we can study the behavior of the cou-
plings in its neighborhood. This is particularly simple at the Gaussian fixed
10Strictly, not all beta functions have to vanish, in particular one does not have to require
that the wave function renormalization stops running [20].
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point (GFP), the one corresponding to the free massless theory. Let us limit
our analysis to the vicinity of the GFP, for the sake of the discussion. We can
distinguish between the couplings that have positive mass dimension (relevant
couplings), the ones with negative mass dimension (irrelevant), and the dimen-
sionless ones (marginal); in the self dual GW model there is just one essential
marginal coupling (i.e. after absorbing of the wave function normalization in a
field redefinition), that is λ. If we give an initial condition in the UV for the
theory, and integrate back to the IR to find the full effective action, we can-
not include any irrelevant coupling, in absence of a non-Gaussian fixed point.
On the other hand, marginal and relevant couplings will have a flow, and also
generate terms corresponding to the irrelevant couplings as effective vertices.
A subtle point of this local analysis is to understand what happens to the
flow of the marginal coupling. When we consider quantum corrections, it may
happen that it behaves as a relevant coupling, flowing away from the GFP in the
IR (asymptotic freedom), or as an irrelevant one, which makes it impossible to
have a non-trivial interacting theory. This seems to happen in the commutative
φ4 theory. Finally, it may remain marginal, i.e. have just a small finite flow
that does not drive it to zero in the IR. This is what is known to happen in
perturbation theory for the GW model, and implies that the running of λ as a
function of the energy scale is bounded in a neighborhood of the GFP. We refer
to this scenario as asymptotic safety (compare [2]).
3 Beta functions
We present here the computation for the β-function for the coupling of the
φ4 interaction (λ or g4). This will also require considering the field strength
renormalization η. We first perform a simple calculation for Γk := S, finding
that in this truncation g4 is constant, i.e. the beta function vanishes. Since the
FRGE leads to an infinite set of coupled β-functions, we extend the calculation
we discuss which terms can a priori appear in the β-function for g4 and in η.
We then bound such contributions to find that the flow of λ is finite, i.e. the
theory is asymptotically safe.
3.1 Beta functions in the truncated self-dual model
As a preliminary computation, we take an ansatz consisting only of the power-
counting relevant and marginal couplings(GW truncation), i.e.
Γk[φ] = ν
(
1
2
Zφ.K.φ+ g2
2
Zφ.φ+ g4
4!
Z2φ.φ.φ.φ
)
, (46)
where Z is the field-strength renormalization, and all the couplings depend on
the scale k: Z ≡ Z(k), gn = gn(k); where as above η := dt logZ. Using
this ansatz in (23) yields the saddle-point approximation of the IR modified
path integral. This is sometimes referred to as a “RG improved” one-loop
computation. However, one should bear in mind that this treatment genuinely
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differs from its perturbative counterpart, although, as we are about to see, this
yields the same results at first-order.
Let us use the regulator (28), so that G(a, b) = [g2+
4
θ (a+b+2)+αk
2]H(k2θ−
β‖a, b‖). The expansion of the trace yields, in the planar sector and up to φ4,
Γ˙k =−
∞∑
a,b
g4R˙(a, b)
6νG(a, b)2
2δaa(φ
2)bb+
∞∑
a,b
g24Z R˙(a, b)
36νG(a, b)2
2δaa
Λ2θ∑
c
(φ2)bc(φ
2)cb
G(a, c)
, (47)
where the factors of two account for the symmetry a↔ b. Observe that the δ-
functions coming from R˙ can either contribute to boundary terms (when acting
on the index b), or yield terms suppressed by θ−2k−4 (when acting on a). We
do not need to consider the former case because these lie outside our truncation.
For the latter, the one-loop vanishing of the beta-function will straightforwardly
hold also for them. Let us evaluate the flow equation at Λ = k, and indicate
the terms outside the truncation with dots:
Γ˙k =−
βk2θ∑
a,b
g4Zα(1 + η2 )k2
6G(a, b)2
2δaa(φ
2)bb +
+
βk2θ∑
a,b,c
g24Z2α(1 + η2 )k2
36G(a, b)2
2δaa
(φ2)bc(φ
2)cb
G(a, c)
+ ... . (48)
SinceG is diagonal, but not scalar, we have a residual dependence on the internal
index c. To extract the term proportional to Trφ4 we have to consider the terms
where the fields φ are not contracted with any index-dependent function. This
amounts to restricting the sums to G(a, b)|b=0. We obtain
ν
4!
(2ηgˆ4 + dtgˆ4)Trφ
4 = (1 +
η
2
)
gˆ24
18
βk2θ∑
a1,a2
δa1a1δa2a2
G(a, 0)3
Trφ4 , (49)
where the hat denotes dimensionless variables. The contribution of the term
containing δ-functions is obtained from the above by the sum over a1, a2 with
the evaluation at βk2θ.
Similarly, we get the running of the mass squared g2:
ν
2
(ηg2 + 2gˆ2 + dtgˆ2)Trφ
2 = −α(1 + η
2
)
gˆ4
3
βk2θ∑
a
δaa
G(a, 0)2
Trφ2, (50)
where the contribution 2gˆ2 to the l.h.s. comes from the canonical dimension of
the coupling constant: g2 = k
2gˆ2.
As for η, the kinetic term has the form Tr[ 4θ (a+b+2)φabφba] = Tr[
8
θ (b+1)φ
2
bb],
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and defining b¯ := 8θ (b1 + b2 + 1),
ν
η
2
Tr[b¯ φ2bb] = −(1 +
η
2
)
g4α
3
βk2θ∑
a,b
∂
∂b¯
δa1a1δa2a2
G(a, b)2
∣∣∣∣
b=0
Tr[b¯ φ2bb] =
= (1 +
η
2
)
g4α
3
βk2θ∑
a
δa1a1δa2a2
G(a, 0)3
Tr[b¯ φ2bb] . (51)
Again, the contribution of the non-extensive terms can be obtained by replacing
the sum with the evaluation. Putting the two equations for η and dtgˆ4 together,
it follows that
dtgˆ4 = 0 in the GW truncation, (52)
and we have recovered the one-loop vanishing of the β-function. Furthermore,
η =
gˆ4
6π2
αβ2(1 + 12η)
2(α+ gˆ2)(α+ gˆ2 + 4β)
2 +O(
1
k2θ
) ≈ gˆ4
12π2
β2
(α+ 4β)2
+O(
1
k2θ
). (53)
The terms O( 1k2θ ) arise from replacing the sums with integrals and from the
δ-functions. We develop the result to the zeroth order in gˆ2 = g2/k
2 ≪ 1, and
we neglect the extra η-dependence coming from the regulator, which amounts
to linearizing the result in gˆ4. The result depends on the choice of the regulator,
because the cutoff is not “optimal”; however, in the limit α→ 0 the IR regulator
is removed, and we find η = gˆ4/192π
2, in agreement with [16, 1]11. As a further
check, we can compute dtgˆ2, expanding it up to the first order in gˆ2. In the
limit α→ 0 we are left with the universal logarithmic divergence, yielding
dtgˆ2
α→0−−−→ −2gˆ2 − ηgˆ2 + gˆ4 gˆ2
96π2
+O(
1
θk2
) = −2gˆ2 + gˆ4 gˆ2
192π2
+O(
1
θk2
). (54)
This agrees with the logarithmic part of [16] up to a sign which we believe to
be a typo in the original manuscript. Remark that even if the explicit result is
scheme dependent, the vanishing of the β-function in this truncation is not, as
in (49–51) α, β and gˆ2 are generic; furthermore, the result holds at all orders in
θk2.
Let us repeat the same computation with the “optimized” regulator (30),
denoting the new result by a prime. One sees that in the approximation (46)
the trace cannot yield any index-dependent term other than the ones coming
from R˙ (31) (proportional to η′), so that
ν
η′
2
Tr[b¯(φ2)bb] = η
′
βθk2∑
a,b
gˆ′4
6(β + gˆ′2)2
δaa(φ
2)bb
b¯
8
=
η′ β2 gˆ′4
96(β + gˆ′2)2
Tr[b¯(φ2)bb]. (55)
11One must take into account the different conventions for the scale derivative and η in the
latter reference.
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Therefore, for generic values of gˆ′n, the above equation is satisfied only for η
′ = 0,
apparently contradicting the previous result. Then,
dtgˆ
′
4 =
(gˆ′4)
2
3π2
∑
a1,a2
β
(gˆ′2 + β)3
H
(
βk2 − 4θ (a+ 1)
)
+O(
1
k2θ
) ≈
≈ (gˆ
′
4)
2
96π2
+O(
1
k2θ
), (56)
where we have not written any contribution in η′ = 0. This result is already
independent of the scheme parameter β. For the mass, we get a β-dependent
quadratic divergence and the logarithmic divergence
dtgˆ
′
2 = −2gˆ′2 −
βgˆ′4
192π2
+
gˆ′2 gˆ
′
4
96π2
+O(
1
k2θ
). (57)
This results shows that the two sets of β-functions differ by a redefinition of the
field, Z1/2φ→ φ′, where Z depends on k. By performing such a transformation,
one recovers the previous result. Even if the latter choice for the regulator does
not relate immediately to perturbation theory, we will use it in the following as it
reduces the dependence on scheme parameters and offers simpler computations.
3.2 Full Vertex Expansion
We now examine the vanishing of the beta function for g4 to all orders of per-
turbation theory with FRGE tools. For this we have to consider the full theory
space (40). However, within the FRGE framework we won’t exactly have that
dtgˆ4 = 0, but rather find that the coupling will have a bounded RG flow. This
will require to bound the scaling of both of the power-counting marginal cou-
plings dtgˆ4 and η, as we evolve them from the UV to the IR. For this purpose, it
is useful to introduce τ = −t, the RG time towards the IR. Our manipulations
are rather formal, in the sense that they rely on the assumption of existence
and regularity of the flow in the whole theory space.
Preparations
We consider the sector of the theory space given by the irrelevant terms and
consider its linearized flow, regarding the relevant and marginal couplings as
independent parameters. We suppose that the space of the irrelevant couplings
(which is a linear subspace of finite codimension of the theory space) can be given
a Banach space structure, and that the flow defined by the above equations is
regular and differentiable in the Banach norm. Furthermore, we suppose that
the dependence of the flow on the relevant and marginal couplings, treated
as external parameters, is differentiable as well. The scaling of an irrelevant
coupling at the free-field fixed point, when we also set the marginal φ4 coupling
to zero, will be dominated by its mass dimension [gn] < 0:
dτ gˆi,n = [gi,n]gˆi,n +
(
terms from order of φi+2
)
+ h.o. terms, (58)
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where the terms from order i + 2 are proportional to gˆi+2,n, and to similar
nonplanar terms, with a combinatorial coefficient that depends on i but not on
n. Their presence forbids to straightforwardly diagonalize the linear flow on the
base we have chosen. However, since all these terms have a smaller (negative)
mass dimension than gˆi,n, they cannot spoil the exponential suppression
12 given
by the ratio [gi,n]. Using the stable manifold theorem, (e.g. Theorem 6.1 in [21])
the flow of the linearized system is in a neighborhood of the fixed point (where
also the external parameters are set to vanish) conjugated to the flow of the full
system by a diffeomorphism, such that
|gˆn(τ)| ≤ κn exp [τ [gn](1− ε/2)] , τ > 0, (59)
for some κn > 0 and any ε > 0. Since the flow depends smoothly on the relevant
couplings, the same estimate will hold in neighborhood of the fixed point in
the full theory space, possibly shrinking the neighborhood for the irrelevant
couplings. Furthermore, when ε is small enough such a neighborhood is stable
under the RG flow towards the IR, at fixed gˆ2 and gˆ4. For simplicity, we can
take κn = 1. Then, calling r the radius of the neighborhood where the above
analysis valid, we can consider the estimate to hold for τ > τ∗ := | log r|, so
that the smaller the neighborhood is, the larger τ∗ we will have to be taken.
Let us summarize the picture. Arguing by the stable manifold theorem, we
know that at gˆ4 = 0 there is some one-dimensional critical manifold, that is
diffeomorphic to what we find in the linearized case (the half-line gˆ0 > 0). By
regularity in gˆ4, we expect this to hold perturbing a bit away from zero. Since
the marginal coupling itself flows, it is not clear that we can consistently set it
to be nonzero. In fact, its IR flow may blow up, contradicting our argument,
or drive it to zero, yielding a trivial theory. We will use the estimate (59) to
show that gˆ4 has a bounded flow. Notice that the estimate relies only on the
mass scaling of irrelevant couplings in the IR, so that it holds for any small
enough initial condition. However, this does not mean that for any small value
of the the couplings we will end up with an asymptotically safe theory! On
the contrary, it means if we are sufficiently close to the GFP, regardless of the
precise value of the irrelevant couplings, those will only generate a small flow
for gˆ4, so that indeed our picture is consistent and even in the full system we
have a one dimensional critical surface emanating from the free theory. This
will be a deformed image of what found at gˆ4 = 0 in the linearized case, and its
precise shape will depend on the regularization scheme employed13. Only the
theories defined on this critical surface will be asymptotically safe.
12Strictly speaking, this is an assumption depending on the Banach space topology. The
assertion is true for finite dimensional spaces; here it can not be proven straightforwardly
because the gi+2,n in turn depend on an infinite number of couplings.
13In this light, the perturbation theory proof of [2] employed the scheme that yields a critical
surface exactly on the gˆ4 > 0 segment, which still differs from the linearized case where we
had the whole half-line.
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Bound Estimate
Let us now consider the beta functions for the power-counting marginal opera-
tors. We will outline the general idea how these can be bounded here and refer
to the appendix for more details.
The vertex expansion combined with the one-loop structure of the FRGE
implies that not all irrelevant couplings constants can appear in the beta func-
tions of dτ gˆ4 and η. In particular, we can limit ourselves to consider only those
couplings that correspond to operators involving at most four (resp. six) fields
in the beta functions of Z (resp. gˆ4). However, those can still contain an infinite
number of Ks, so we are still left with an infinite number of couplings, and arbi-
trarily many products of them. For instance the ones appearing as coefficients
of Trφ4 are g2,n, g4,n, g6,n and the non planar ones g1,n|1, g1|3, g2|2, g1|5, g2,n|4.
A detailed discussion of this, explaining why we get less terms that one may
na¨ıvely expect, can be found in the appendix, where the conditions under which
the non-planar terms may occur are also discussed. In this scenario it is not
clear that all these terms do not add up to give a finite effect. This is what we
have to show now.
The r.h.s. of the flow equation splits into a finite number of traces for each
coupling, e.g.
∑
a1,a2
C R˙(a, 0)
∑∞
p,q=0
(
a+1
θ
)p+q
Cpgˆ4,p Cq gˆ4,q
(1+gˆ2+
∑∞
r=2(
a+1
θ )
r
gˆ2,r+g1|1)
2
(1+gˆ2+
∑∞
r=2(
a+1
θ )
r
gˆ2,r)
Trφ4, (60)
that generalize the one-loop computation (49).
Some comments are in order: the coefficients Cp and Cq come from the
combinatorics in computing the Hessian for ggTrφ
4 and g4,pTr[K
pφ4]. Indeed
C0/Cp = 4 ∀p > 0, as observed in the Appendix A.1. The structure of the
denominator is due to the fact that not any contraction with non-planar terms
generate planar ones, see (77) and the subsequent discussion. Similar expres-
sions hold for terms involving λ6,n, the non-planar couplings and for the ones
contributing to Tr[Kφ2], i.e. to η. We want to use (59) to perform all these
sums, ultimately yielding a non-autonomous differential equation dτ gˆ4 = f(τ).
The beta functions are composed of a finite number of sums which all have the
same structure. We denote a generic sum of the form (60) by Ξ, and proceed in
several steps.
Step 1. We consider |Ξ|, and overestimate any combinatorial coefficient Cp
with C0; we get rid of such coefficients by including them in C. We expand
the denominator in powers of a+1θ , and reorder the sum as
∑
a
∑
p(
a+1
θ )
pFp(g),
where Fp(g) indicates the dependence on all the couplings. We take the modulus
of each summand (thus overestimating the sum) and swap the summations in
a and p. We perform the summation in a = (a1, a2), which by (82) gives∑
p
∑
a(
a+1
θ )
pFp(g) ≤
∑
pM
p
0Fp(g) for some M0 > 0; we can also suppose
M0 > 1.
Step 2. The function Fp(g) arising from the expansion in powers of
a+1
θ
involves powers of the a-independent part of the denominator, 1(1+gˆ2+gˆ1|1)k , with
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k . p. We can overestimate this by some Mp1 . In fact, the mass is positive,
and the irrelevant coupling |gˆ1|1| is by (59) bounded. Then
∑
pM
pFp(g) ≤∑
p(MM1)
pF˜p(g), where F˜p(g) depends only on the (planar and non-planar)
irrelevant couplings involving positive powers of operatorsK. We now setM2 :=
M0M1.
Step 3. The functions F˜p(g) contain products of couplings arranged in such
a way that they carry an overall factor of (a+1θ )
p. We want to rearrange the sum
in terms of functions G2q(g) such that q labels the combined mass dimension of
the couplings. For instance, the product g4,mg4,k would appear in F˜m+k and has
total dimension−2(n+k) = −2q, but g2,ng4,mg4,k would appear in F˜n+m+k with
dimension −2(n−1+m+k) = −2q′. The two orderings are thus not equivalent.
However, a term with mass dimension −2q can give at most a factor of (a+1θ )2q
because the lowest dimension couplings involving powers of a+1θ are the g2,2.
Hence
∑
pM
p
2 F˜p(g) ≤
∑
qM
2q
2 G2q(g). In what follows it will be important to
observe that all the couplings appearing in the sum have a maximum dimension
−do, that is the dimension of the least irrelevant coupling appearing in the sum.
For instance, terms proportional to g6,n have −do = [g6] = −2, whereas terms
proportional to g4,mg4,n have do = 0.
Step 4. We use (59) in the inequality, and replace all the irrelevant couplings
by their scaling, but do not touch the marginal couplings gˆ4. We factor an
e−τ(do−ε) common to all the summands, obtaining
|Ξ| ≤ f(gˆ4) N0e−τ(do−ε)
∞∑
q=0
e−τ(2q−qε)+µ0qG2q , (61)
where the scaling due to the common mass dimension has also been factored
out. G2q is a combinatorial coefficient and f(gˆ4) is quadratic, linear or constant
depending on the contribution we are considering. G2q counts in how many
ways, allowing for repetitions, one can chose irrelevant couplings that have total
dimension −2q. This is bounded by the number of ways of distributing q objects
in k(q) boxes, where k(q) is the number of distinct couplings that have mass
dimension larger than −2q. Even when we allow for the mentioned non-planar
contributions, this number is still linear in q, so that G2q is bounded by a
binomial coefficient, and thus by an exponential. Thus we can perform the sum
|Ξ| ≤ f(gˆ4) N0e−τ(2qo−ε)
∞∑
q=0
e−τ(2q−qε)+µq . Nf(gˆ4)e−τ(2qo−ε), τ large. (62)
It is straightforward to check that these arguments go trough for any of
the traces appearing in either the coefficient of Trφ4 and of Tr[Kφ2]. An ex-
plicit calculation is illustrated in full detail in the appendix for one particular
contribution.
The behavior of this result depends on whether do > 0. Any term that does
not depend quadratically on gˆ4 has trivially do ≥ 2, because it is expressed by a
sum whose highest dimensional couplings are strictly irrelevant. As for the ones
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quadratic in gˆ4, we can separately consider the case involving strictly irrelevant
two-point couplings, e.g. g2,n with n ≥ 2, for which again do ≥ 2, and the
remaining ones, for which we have proven in Section 3.1 that any contribution
to dtgˆ is canceled by a similar one in η. One finally finds the bound for the
τ -dependent differential equation, in terms of the numerical coefficients c0, c1
and c2:
|dτ gˆ4| . e−2τ+ετ
(
c0 + c1gˆ4 + c2gˆ
2
4
)
. (63)
A differential equation of this kind can be integrated to yield a finite flow for
gˆ4(τ) and, when gˆ4 is small enough, yields an exponentially bounded flow. We
have to set the initial condition gˆ4(τ
∗) in the neighborhood where our analysis
is valid, i.e. for τ∗ sufficiently larger than zero, and so that gˆ4(τ) never leaves
that neighborhood. At the same time all irrelevant couplings have to remain on
the critical surface. Then (59) bounds the deviation of the critical surface from
the one we would have when setting all power-counting irrelevant couplings to
zero. Then we have a fully consistent picture. This means that there exists
an interval [0, ǫ[ for gˆ4 where all the RG effects, including the ones accounted
for in higher order effective vertices, just add up to give a finite flow for the
coupling. We conclude that in this interval the self-dual Grosse-Wulkenhaar
model is asymptotically safe and has a one-dimensional UV-attractor.
Let us comment on the strategy we have adopted, which consists of two
ingredients: first, the vanishing the β-function “at one-loop”, or rather in a
truncation where we consider only the relevant and marginal couplings. Second,
the fact that the total contribution of the irrelevant terms is itself irrelevant,
in the sense that it can be summed up to give something that has the overall
scaling of an irrelevant coupling, i.e a negative exponential. This is not trivial,
and requires the number of irrelevant couplings contributing to the running of
gˆ4 not to grow too fast with their mass dimension; in particular had we found
Gq ≈ q!, all our reasoning would have fallen. Finally, we stress again that
to turn this argument in a proper proof, we would have to define a Banach
topology of the theory space and proving existence and regularity of the flow, a
problem which is likely to be as hard as proving the Borel-summability of the
perturbative series, and would require to properly account for the renormalon
problem.
3.3 A Calculation in the Duality-Covariant Model
The aim of this section is to show how conveniently the FRGE framework can
be applied to study more general matrix models. In particular, we will consider
the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model without Langmann-Szabo symmetry, i.e. Ω 6=
1 in (8); this allows for a much vaster theory space. However, the one-loop
computations, i.e. the ones for which we take the simple ansatz Γk := S, are
easily feasible, and we will indeed reproduce with little effort the lowest order
of the β-functions for the duality covariant model originally derived by Grosse
and Wulkenhaar [16].
We want to investigate the matrix model defined by (11) when ω 6= 0. Let
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us rewrite it in terms of the scale dependent couplings
S[φmn] = νZ Tr
(
ρ+ ω2
2
φ.X˜µ.X˜
µ.φ+
ω
2
φ.X˜µ.φ.X˜
µ +
g2
2
φ2 + Z g4
4!
φ4
)
, (64)
where Z ≡ Z(k), ρ ≡ ρ(k), ω ≡ ω(k) and gn ≡ gn(k). Notice that ω plays the
role of the coupling for the non-diagonal, duality-covariant terms, ρ accounts
for the running of the diagonal kinetic term, and Z is the wave function renor-
malization. The five couplings correspond to just four independent physical
quantities, so that one of them is redundant.
The action now contains the non-diagonal quadratic term
φ.X˜µ.φ.X˜
µ = φmnφklHmnkl .
Hmnkl = 2
θ
[(√
(m1 + 1)(n1 + 1)δm1+1,lδn1+1,k + (65)
+
√
m1 n1δm1−1,l1δn1−1,k
)
δm2,l2δn2,k2 + {1} ↔ {2}
]
.
If we were to construct a theory space including such a term, we would have
to allow for arbitrary “jumps” in the indices of the form δm1+N,lδn1+N,k. How-
ever, let us restrict ourselves to the ansatz Γk = Sk, and consider the flow
equation (23). To avoid the complications of inverting a non diagonal matrix
G = Γ(2)|φ=0 +R, where
Γ
(2)
mnkl
∣∣∣
φ=0
= Zν
[
g2δmlδnk +
(
1 +
ω
2
)
Kmnkl + ωHmnkl
]
, (66)
it is sufficient to chose the regulator to be
R = νZ
[
k2 −
(
1 +
ω
2
)
K − ωH
]
H
[
k2 − m+1θ/4
]
H
[
k2 − n+1θ/4
]
. (67)
We pay the simple form of G with a complicated dependence of R˙ on the β-
functions of the two-point terms:
R˙ = ηR+νZ [2k2 − dtρK − dtω ( 12K+H)] H[k2 − m+1θ/4 ]H[k2 − n+1θ/4 ] , (68)
up to contributions proportional to δ-functions, which are not visible in our
truncation for analogous reasons as in the self-dual model. All the following
calculations are understood to hold up to O(1/θ2k4). We could have chosen the
regulator (28), that would have given the same manipulations as in [16] up to
an IR correction of the propagators, linear in α.
It is rather straightforward to extract the β-functions. Observing that G is
scalar when the indices are smaller than the UV cutoff, we have that the same
holds for P = G−1 so that (23) reads
Γ˙k[φ] =
1
2
(
Pδauδbt − P 2Fabtu + P 3FabrsFsrtu...
)
(R˙k)utcd δ
adδbc. (69)
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The new term in the ansatz is Tr [φHφ]; however, a direct computation (see
the Appendix A.2) shows that no such term can be generated from Tr
[
FR˙
]
;
this can be rephrased in a diagrammatic setting saying that there are no planar
tadpoles with a “jump”. As a result, we get
dt
(
Z ω
2
)
Tr [φHφ] = 0 ⇒ dtω + ωη = 0 , (70)
which holds to any order in θk2 in this truncation. The traces proportional to
Tr [φKφ] = Tr[(φ2)bbb¯] are generated as in (55) from the terms in R˙ containing
K, yielding
ν
2
dt
(
Z(ρ+ ω
2
)
)
Tr[(φ2)bbb¯] =
[
η(ρ+
ω
2
) + dtρ+ dt
ω
2
] Z β2 gˆ4
96(β + gˆ2)2
, (71)
which can be simplified using (70):
dt (Zρ)Tr[(φ2)bbb¯] = [ηρ+ dtρ] Z β
2 gˆ4
48ν(β + gˆ2)2
, ⇒ ηρ+ dtρ = 0 . (72)
Finally, we compute the scaling of the terms Trφ4. Here we consider any con-
tribution of the forms ηgˆ24 , dtωgˆ
2
4 , etc. as negligible, because they would yield
higher orders in gˆ4 upon substitution. Then, following (56), we compute the
trace for gˆ4 and extract the zeroth order in gˆ2
Z−2dt(Z2gˆ4) = 2gˆ4η + dtgˆ4 ≈ (gˆ4)
2
96π2
+O(gˆ2, gˆ
3
4) , (73)
and similarly the one for the mass, with the quadratic divergence (which depends
of the scheme parameter β)
gˆ2η + dtgˆ2 = −2gˆ2 − βgˆ4
192π2
+
gˆ4 gˆ2
96π2
+O(gˆ2
2, gˆ24) . (74)
We are then left with four differential equations (70, 72, 73, 74) in five variables.
This indeterminacy reflects the presence of a redundant coupling, i.e. we can
fix the running of any of the couplings by a field redefinition. In this way, we
can recover the perturbation theory results, considering only the logarithmic
divergences and to the first non-vanishing term in the squared mass gˆ2
dtgˆ4 = O(gˆ
3
4 ,
1
θ2k4
), dtgˆ2 = −2gˆ2 + gˆ4 gˆ2
192π2
+O(gˆ24 ,
1
θ2k4
), (75)
η =
gˆ4
192π2
+O(gˆ24 ,
1
θ2k4
), dtω = − gˆ4 ω
192π2
+O(gˆ24 ,
1
θ2k4
), (76)
in agreement with [16] at the first order in the couplings14. In particular, we
recover the important result that the self dual model at ω = 0 is at one loop
14To see this, besides accounting for the aforementioned different definition of the scale
derivative and of η, one must expand N d
dN
Ω = βΩ to the first order in Ω =
√
1 + ω.
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an attractive fixed point for the RG flow. One can improve this approximation
by including in the computation the β-functions coming from R˙, which give
corrections at higher orders in gˆ4.
This choice of the regulator predicts the next to leading order terms in ω
to appear only at higher orders in gˆ4, in contrast with the perturbation theory
result, which is what we would get using (28), and taking the limit α→ 0. One
should not think that (67) approximates the perturbative results, but rather that
it is a genuinely different regularization scheme. Indeed there is reason to believe
that the “optimized” regulator converges faster, when enlarging the truncation,
because it effectively accounts for higher loop effects [18]. As remarked, the
particular choice of the regulator is irrelevant when considering the full theory
space, where the flow equation is exact.
4 Conclusions
We have studied the functional renormalization of the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model,
a non-commutative scalar quantum field theory, in its matrix formulation. Us-
ing a technical assumption we have shown how the symmetry of the self-dual
GW model allows to study the RG flow in the whole theory space, constructed
as the smallest functional space containing the bare action which is a priori
stable under the renormalization flow. We retrieved the perturbation theory
result that the model is asymptotically safe, in the sense that there is a line
of fixed point (a one-dimensional UV attractor) in the vicinity of the Gaussian
fixed point labeled by a nonvanishing φ4-coupling.
Our approach relies on a linearization of the flow in the vicinity of the Gaus-
sian fixed-point, and thus cannot be straightforwardly applied to the case of a
generic non Gaussian fixed point for large values of the couplings, as it seems
to be the case in Gravity. Let us stress two points that may apply to that more
complicated scenario. First, it was crucial for us to carefully construct the the-
ory space. This may be the case also in Gravity, where indeed it has been shown
how some choices of theory space may spoil the asymptotic safety scenario [22].
Second, we needed the fact that the mass dimensions of the irrelevant couplings
grow at the GFP, and prevent them from giving a collective relevant contribu-
tion. A similar feature is desirable also at the NGFP of Gravity, and if present
would indicate that high powers of the curvature tensors should receive small
quantum corrections to their anomalous dimension. A qualitative argument in
this sense was provided by Weinberg in the seminal paper [23], and the scenario
is confirmed for the first few powers of the Ricci scalar [24].
Finally, let us remark that extending the FRGE to the general duality-
covariant formalism in a truncation was straightforward, and we could easily
retrieve the one loop results of [16]. This indicates that the FRGE may be a
powerful tool in the investigation of matrix models, and, where a dimensional
reasoning similar to Section 3 can be established, perhaps also tensor models
such as group field theories.
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A Appendix
A.1 Identities for Traces
Let us now consider the full theory space (40), and list the couplings that can
be generated from the trace in the r.h.s. of (23) which are proportional to Trφ4,
when we use the “optimized” regulator (30). Since we must end up with four
powers of φ, we can expect dependence on the planar terms g2,{n}, g4,{n} and
g6,{n} and on the non-planar ones g1,n|1,m, g1,n|3,{m}, g2,{n}|2,{m}, g1,n|5,{m},
g2,{n}|4,{m}. The contributions arising from contractions of non-planar terms,
however, will be suppressed in the UV by powers of k−4θ−2.
Notice that due to the presence of the terms proportional to g1|1, Pabcd
in (23) is no longer diagonal, as it includes terms of the form θˆ−2δabδcd, that
is the projector on the trace part. The only case where we cannot use the
cyclic property of the trace to sort all the P s to one side is the quadratic term
R˙.P.P.F.P.F ; the inverse P can be expanded in a “planar” part involving only
the identity Ppl and in a non-planar one Pnp, proportional to the projector
θˆ−2δabδcd. However, one has that any contraction with the non-planar part of
the propagator of the form F.Pnp.F.Pnp gives a non-planar term, so we can as
well write, in the planar sector,
R˙.P.P.F.P.F
∣∣∣
pl
= R˙.P.P.F.Ppl .F
∣∣∣
pl
. (77)
Since the planar part Ppl is diagonal and commutes with any other matrix up
to the dependence on a function of the indices in P , we can think that the
non trivial matrix structure arises just from the product F.F . Furthermore,
any number of factors δabδcd acting on F.F will just act as projectors on the
trace, even if the presence of such terms. As for the index dependence in the
propagator appearing in F.P.F , it can be straightforwardly addressed as in the
Section 3.1, cfr. (48); indeed for any planar contribution
F.P.F |pl = Fabcd P (c, d)δcfδde Fefghδdaδgh|pl ≈ δaa(F 2)bbccP (a, c), (78)
so that it is enough to restrict the summation to extract the factor of P (a, c)
and evaluate it at c = 0.
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Now let us consider the insertion of operators Kn. For instance, the term
Tr[φ6Kn] = Tr[φab...φfa(
a+1
θ )
n] will generate a term of the form ( r+1θ )
nδqr(φ
4)sp
when the functional derivative δ2/δφpqδφrs acts exactly on φab and φfa. Then,
after tracing, one is left with a term proportional to Trφ4. Observe that, due to
the restriction on where the derivative must act, the eligible terms in the Hessian
of gi,nTr[φ
iKn] will be i times fewer than the ones from giTr[φ
i]. This reasoning
no longer holds when considering, e.g. Tr[φ5KnφKm], because its Hessian can
yield only ( r+1θ )
nδqr(φ
4)sp(p + 1)
m or ( s+1θ )
mδsp(φ
4)qr(q + 1)
n, whose traces
are proportional to Tr[φ4Km] and Tr[φ4Kn] respectively; so we can restrict the
dependence of the β-function to g2,n, g4,n and g6,n.
The same reasoning allows to restrict to non-planar terms of the form g1,n|1,
g1|3, g2|2, g1|5, g2,n|4. For instance, let us consider a term of the form
g2,k|2Tr[Kkφ2]Tr[φ2] = g2,k|2(
a+ 1
θ
)kφabφba φcdφdc. (79)
To obtain a contribution proportional to Trφ4 we must take part of the Hessian
where the two derivatives pick a φ from each trace. This yields ( q+1θ )
kφqpφsr ,
which can be contracted with a planar contribution:
(
q + 1
θ
)kφqpφsrδ
saδrb(φ2)daδbc δ
pdδqc = Tr[Kkφ4], (80)
so that we must require k = 0.
Furthermore, terms proportional to g1,n|1 can only be contracted with non-
planar terms. In fact, in this case one gets
(a+ 1)kδbaδdcδ
cnδdmδnmφ
4
qpδ
aqδbp, (81)
which yields a contribution proportional to Trφ4, even if suppressed in θ−1k2;
on the other hand the replacement with a planar term δnmφ
4
qp → δqmφ4np would
lead to Tr[Kkφ4].
The same reasoning can be applied to find the terms appearing in η. The
main difference there is that we can allow for the presence of one “spare” oper-
ator K, which will end up contributing to Tr[Kφ2]; for a detailed presentation
of this point, see Appendix B.
We conclude this section with a bound that will be useful when computing
the traces:
∑
a1,a2
(a+ 1)pH [C − (a+ 1)] ≤
∫ C
0
da1
∫ C−a1
0
da2 (a1 + a2 + 1)
p ≤ Cp+2. (82)
A.2 Bounds for the β-function: an example
We want to provide here the full details of one of the calculations occurring in
the bounds discussed in Section 3.2. Let us consider the contributions from the
r.h.s. of (23) proportional to gˆ6,nTrφ
4, which we denote as Ξ6. We introduce the
short-hand θˆ := k2θ/4 and, for simplicity, take β = 1 in the “optimized” cutoff
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function. We also write everything in terms of the dimensionless quantities,
denoted by a hat.
Ξ6 = −C˜(1 + η/2)
θˆ∑
a1,a2
∑∞
p=0
(
a+1
θˆ
)p
Cpgˆ6,p(
1 + gˆ2 +
∑∞
q=2
(
a+1
θˆ
)q
gˆ2,q + gˆ1|1
)2 . (83)
Step 1. The combinatorial coefficient coming from the Hessian for the terms
g6 is larger (by a factor of six) than the one for g6,n with n > 0, because there the
derivative has to act on the φs adjacent to Kn, i.e. C0/Cn = 6. We overestimate
|Ξ6| setting Cn = C0. For convenience, let us define C := C˜C0(1 + η/2). By
expanding the denominator in an asymptotic series and regrouping powers of
a+ 1, we get
|Ξ6| ≤ C
θˆ∑
a1,a2
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
p=0
( a+1
θˆ
)
p
p∑
s=0
gˆ6,p−s
s∑
k=0
k(−1)k
(1+gˆ2+gˆ1|1)
k+2
k∏
n=0
k∑
in=2
gˆ2,inδ
(
k∑
n=1
in − s
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤C
θˆ∑
a1,a2
∞∑
p=0
( a+1
θˆ
)p
p∑
s=0
|gˆ6,p−s|
s∑
k=0
k
|1+gˆ2+gˆ1|1|k+2
k∏
n=0
k∑
in=2
|gˆ2,in |δ
(
k∑
n=1
in − s
)
=C
∞∑
p=0
θˆ∑
a1,a2
( a+1
θˆ
)
p
p∑
s=0
|gˆ6,p−s|
s∑
k=0
k
|1+gˆ2+gˆ1|1|k+2
k∏
n=0
k∑
in=2
|gˆ2,in |δ
(
k∑
n=1
in − s
)
≤C
∞∑
p=0
Mp0
p∑
s=0
|gˆ6,p−s|
s∑
k=0
k
|1+gˆ2+gˆ1|1|k+2
k∏
n=0
k∑
in=2
|gˆ2,in |δ
(
k∑
n=1
in − s
)
, (84)
where in the last two passages we changed the order of summation and per-
formed the trace over a.
Step 2. We straightforwardly have, up to allowing for a possibly larger C
|Ξ6| ≤C
∞∑
p=0
Mp2
p∑
s=0
|gˆ6,p−s|
k∏
n=0
k∑
in=2
|gˆ2,in |δ
(
k∑
n=1
in − s
)
. (85)
In particular, observe that we accounted for the factor of k in Mp2 , given that
k ≤ p.
Step 3. We now proceed to reorder the sum according to the mass dimension
of the couplings involved in it. Observe that the zeroth order contribution g6
has dimension −do = −2. Furthermore, when the combined dimension of the
coupling is −2−2p they can at most give a factor of (a+1)2p, and this happens
when k = s = p. It follows that it is enough to take M3 ≈M22
|Ξ6| ≤ C
∞∑
q=0
Mp3
q∑
s=0
s∑
k=0
k∏
n=0
[
k∑
in=2
|gˆ2,in |
]
|gˆ6,q−s+k|δ
(
k∑
n=1
in − s
)
. (86)
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Step 4. We can now use (59) to find
|Ξ6| ≤ C2
∞∑
q=0
e−τ(2q−εq+2−ε)+µ3q
q∑
s=0
s∑
k=0
k∏
n=0
[
k∑
in=2
]
δ
(
k∑
n=1
in − s
)
, (87)
with µ3 = logM2. The sums over in, constrained by the δ-function, count the
number of ways to put s objects in k boxes, putting at least two in each box.
This is smaller than the number of ways to do so without the last condition, that
is Ns,k :=
(
k + s− 1
s
)
in term of the binomial coefficient. Then, extracting
the scaling due to do,
|Ξ6| ≤ Ce(−2+ε)τ
∞∑
q=0
e−τ(2q−εq)+µ3q
p∑
s=0
s∑
k=0
Ns,k ≤ Ce(−2+ε)τ
∞∑
q=0
e−τ(2q−εq)+µq
|Ξ6| . N e(−2+ε)τ = N˜(1 + η/2) e(−2+ε)τ , (88)
when τ is large enough, i.e. the neighborhood in the coupling space is small
enough. Let us remark that the above estimate is very generous, and in practice
one could take M2 ≈ 1 and end up with µ of the order of some unity.
A.3 Vanishing of planar tadpoles with “jumps”
We want to prove that at one loop the flow equation (21) cannot generate any
term of the form Tr[φHφ], where H is the non-diagonal part of the kinetic
term, see (65). Such a term may only come from Tr[FR˙], more specifically from
Tr[FH]. Observe that H is the sum of four terms; let us set, for brevity
√
mnδm−1,lδn−1,k :=
√
m1n1δm1−1,l1δn1−1,k1δm2,l2δn2,k2 + {1} ↔ {2}, (89)
and similarly for
√
(m+ 1)(n+ 1)δm+1,lδn+1,k. It follows, up to numerical co-
efficients
Tr [FH] ≈ (φdaφbc + φ2daδbc + φ2bcδda) δcnδmd δalδbk(√
mnδm−1,lδn−1,k +
√
(m+ 1)(n+ 1)δm+1,lδn+1,k
)
. (90)
For instance, the contraction of the φφ term gives
Tr
[√
mφm,m−1
]
Tr
[√
nφn−1,n
]
=
∑
m,n
√
m1n1φ
m2,m2
m1−1,m1−1φ
n2,n2
n1−1,n1 + {1} ↔ {2},
(91)
that is a non-planar term. On the other hand, contracting any of the φ2δ terms
yields a contribution proportional to δn±1,n, which therefore vanishes.
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B Explicit Vertex Expansion
This appendix provides the explicit form of the terms needed in the vertex expansion of the
self-dual model:
Γ[φ] =
∞∑
i=1
Γ2i[φ] =
∞∑
i=1
Gm1n1...m2in2i2i φm1n1 ...φm2in2i , (92)
which implies the Hessian
Γ(2)abcd[φ] =
∞∑
i=1
F abcdm3n3...m2in2i2i φm3n3 ...φm2in2i , (93)
where
F abcdm3n3...m2in2i2i = G
abcd...m2in2i
2i + ...+G
ab...cd...m2in2i
2i + ...+G
abm3n3...cd
2i
+ ...
+ Gcd...ab...m2in2i2i + ...+G
m3n3...ab...cd
2i
+ ...
+ Gcd...ab2i + ...+G
m3n3...cd...ab
2i + ...+G
m3n3...dcab
2i .
(94)
We will now investigate which field monomials can contribute to the running of the couplings
Z,m2, λ in the self-dual GW-action form the first terms in the vertex expansion, where we
denote the inverse of the field independent part of Γ(2) +R by P :
∂tΓk[φ] =
1
2 R˙
abcd
k (Pabcd
−Pabr1s1F r1s1r2s2m1n1m2n2Pr2s2cdφm1n1φm2n2
+(Pabr1s1F
r1s1r2s2m1n1m2n2Pabr1s1F
r1s1r2s2m1n1m2n2Pr2s2cd
−Pabr1s1F r1s1r2s2m1n1m2n2m3n3m4n24Pr2s2cd
)
φm1n1 ...φm4n4
)
+O(φ8).
(95)
Here and throughout we will discard the first term as a pure vacuum term.
First, only Γ2[φ],Γ4[φ] and Γ6[φ] contribute to the running of the couplings in the GW-
action, since the Hessian of all other terms contains at least six fields. In this Appendix
we will use a slightly different, self explanatory notation for the couplings, which is more
compact when it comes to write down the vertex expansion. It is convenient to expand these
in terms of their mass dimension:
Γ2[φ] = g2,(n1,n2)[φK
n1φKn2 ] + g2,(n),(m)[φK
n][φKm], (96)
Γ4[φ] = g4,(n1,...,n4[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4 ]
+ g4,(n1,n2,n3),(m)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3 ][φKm]
+ g4,(n1,n2),(m1,m2)[φK
n1φKn2 ][φKm1φKm2 ]
+ g4,(n1,n2),(m),(o)[φK
n1φKn2 ][φKm][φKo]]
+ g4,(n),(m),(o),(p)[φK
n][φKm][φKo][φKp],
(97)
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Γ6[φ] = g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4φKn5φKn6 ]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5),(m)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4φKn5 ][φKm]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4),(m1,m2)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4 ][φKm1φKm2 ]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3),(m1,m2,m3)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3 ][φKm1φKm2φKm3 ]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4),(m),(o)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4 ][φKm][φKo]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3),(m1,m2),(o)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3 ][φKm1φKm2 ][φKo]
+ g6,(n1,n2),(m1,m2),(o1,o2)[φK
n1φKn2 ][φKm1φKm2 ][φKo1φKo2 ]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3),(m),(o),(p)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3 ][φKm][φKo][φKp]
+ g6,(n1,n2),(m1,m2),(o),(p)[φK
n1φKn2 ][φKm1φKm2 ][φKo][φKp]
+ g6,(n1,n2),(m),(o),(p),(q)[φK
n1φKn2 ][φKm][φKo][φKp][φKq]
+ g6,(n),(m),(o),(p),(q),(r)[φK
n][φKm][φKo][φKp][φKq][φKr],
(98)
where square brackets on the r.h.s. denote traces and the appropriate powers of θ (see
section 2.3). Repeated indices are summed over and where we caution that not all coupling
constants are independent due to cyclicity of the trace and commutativity of the product of
traces. These redundancies can be resolved by restricting the sums to obey i1 ≥ ij in each
round bracket and i1 ≥ j1 if ik appear in a round bracket of same length left of the round
bracket containing jl and selecting one representative in the special cases of monomials with
symmetries.
Second, only terms whose Hessian contains at most one trace over fields can contribute to
the running of couplings in the GW-action, since the monomials in the GW-action contain
only one trace, hence we have
Γ4[φ]−R4[φ] = g4,(n1,...,n4 [φKn1φKn2φKn3φKn4 ]
+ g4,(n1,n2,n3),(m)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3 ][φKm]
+ g4,(n1,n2),(m1,m2)[φK
n1φKn2 ][φKm1φKm2 ]
+ g4,(n1,n2),(m),(o)[φK
n1φKn2 ][φKm][φKo]],
(99)
Γ6[φ]−R6[φ] = g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6)[φKn1φKn2φKn3φKn4φKn5φKn6 ]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5),(m)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4φKn5 ][φKm]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4),(m1,m2)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4 ][φKm1φKm2 ]
+ g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4),(m),(o)[φK
n1φKn2φKn3φKn4 ][φKm][φKo],
(100)
where R4[φ] andR6[φ] can be neglected. Let us denote these summands by Γ4[φ] − R4[φ] =∑4
i=1 Γ4,i[φ] and Γ6[φ]−R6[φ] =
∑4
i=1 Γ6,i[φ] and investigate their Hessians:
Γ2[φ]
rstu = g2,(n1,n2)
(
Kn1s,tK
n2
u,r +K
n2
s,tK
n2
u,r
)
+ g2,(n),(m)
(
Knr,sK
m
t,u +K
m
r,sK
n
t,u
)
.
(101)
Γrstu41 = g4,(n1,n2,n3,n4)φa1b1φa2b2
(
Kn2u,a1K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
n1
s,t +K
n3
u,a2K
n1
b1,r
Kn4b2,a1K
n2
s,t
+ Kn4u,a1K
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,rK
n3
s,t +K
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,rK
n4
s,t +K
n4
s,a1K
n3
u,rK
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,t
+ Kn4s,a1K
n2
u,a2K
n1
b1,t
Kn3b2,r +K
n2
s,a2K
n4
u,a1K
n1
b1,r
Kn3b2,t +K
n1
s,a1K
n4
u,rK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,t
+ Kn1s,a1K
n3
u,a2K
n2
b1,t
Kn4b2,r +K
n3
s,a2K
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,r
Kn4b2,t +K
n2
s,a1K
n1
u,rK
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,t
+ Kn3s,a2K
n2
u,rK
n1
b1,t
Kn4b2,a1
)
(102)
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Γrstu42 = g4,(n1,n2,n3),(m)φa1b1φa2b2
(
Kn3u,a1K
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,tK
m
s,r +K
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,tK
m
s,r
+ Kn2u,a2K
n1
b1,t
Kn3b2,a1K
m
s,r +K
n2
s,tK
n3
u,a1K
n1
b1,r
Kmb2,a2 +K
n3
s,a1K
n2
u,rK
n1
b1,t
Kmb2,a2
+ Kn3s,tK
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,r
Kmb2,a2 +K
n1
s,a1K
n3
u,rK
n2
b1,t
Kmb2,a2 +K
n1
s,tK
n2
u,a1K
n3
b1,r
Kmb2,a2
+ Kn2s,a1K
n1
u,rK
n3
b1,t
Kmb2,a2 +K
n3
s,a1K
m
u,tK
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,r +K
n1
s,a1K
m
u,tK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,r
+ Kn2s,a2K
m
u,tK
n1
b1,r
Kn3b2,a1
)
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Γrstu43 = g4,(n1,n2),(m1,m2)φa1b1φa2b2
(
Km2u,rK
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,a1K
m1
s,t +K
m1
u,rK
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,a1K
m2
s,t
+ Kn2u,rK
m1
b1,a2
Km2b2,a1K
n1
s,t +K
n1
u,rK
m1
b1,a2
Km2b2,a1K
n2
s,t +K
m2
s,a2K
n2
u,a1K
n1
b1,t
Km1b2,r
+ Km2s,a2K
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,t
Km1b2,r +K
n2
s,a1K
m2
u,a2K
n1
b1,r
Km1b2,t +K
n1
s,a1K
m2
u,a2K
n2
b1,r
Km1b2,t
+ Km1s,a2K
n2
u,a1K
n1
b1,t
Km2b2,r +K
m1
s,a2K
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,t
Km2b2,r +K
n2
s,a1K
m1
u,a2K
n1
b1,r
Km2b2,t
+ Kn1s,a1K
m1
u,a2K
n2
b1,r
Km2b2,t
)
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Γrstu44 = g4,(n1,n2),(m),(o)φa1b1φa2b2
(
Kn2u,a1K
n1
b1,t
Kob2,a2K
m
s,r +K
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,t
Kob2,a2K
m
s,r
+ Kou,tK
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,a1K
m
s,r +K
n2
u,a1K
n1
b1,t
Kmb2,a2K
o
s,r +K
n1
u,a1K
n2
b1,t
Kmb2,a2K
o
s,r
+ Kmu,tK
n1
b1,a2
Kn2b2,a1K
o
s,r +K
n2
s,a1K
o
u,tK
n1
b1,r
Kmb2,a2 +K
n1
s,a1K
o
u,tK
n2
b1,r
Kmb2,a2
+ Kn2s,tK
n1
u,rK
m
b1,a1
Kob2,a2 +K
n1
s,tK
n2
u,rK
m
b1,a1
Kob2,a2 +K
n2
s,a1K
m
u,tK
n1
b1,r
Kob2,a2
+ Kn1s,a1K
m
u,tK
n2
b1,r
Kob2,a2
)
(105)
Γrstu61 = g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6)φa1b1φa2b2φa3b3φa4b4
(
Kn2u,a4K
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,r
Kn3b4,a1K
n1
s,t
+ Kn3u,a1K
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,rK
n2
s,t +K
n4
u,a2K
n2
b1,r
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1K
n3
s,t
+ Kn5u,a3K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,rK
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1K
n4
s,t +K
n6
u,a4K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,a3K
n4
b3,r
Kn1b4,a1K
n5
s,t
+ Kn1u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,r
Kn2b4,a1K
n6
s,t +K
n2
s,a1K
n6
u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,t
Kn1b4,r
+ Kn2s,a1K
n5
u,a3K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,tK
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,r +K
n2
s,a1K
n4
u,a2K
n3
b1,t
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,r
+ Kn6s,a4K
n2
u,a1K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,r
Kn1b4,t +K
n5
s,a3K
n2
u,a1K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,t
+ Kn4s,a2K
n2
u,a1K
n3
b1,r
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,t +K
n3
s,a1K
n2
u,rK
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,t
+ Kn6s,a4K
n5
u,rK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,a3K
n4
b3,t
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n6
s,a4K
n4
u,a3K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,tK
n5
b3,r
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn6s,a4K
n3
u,a2K
n2
b1,t
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,r
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n4
s,a3K
n6
u,a4K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,rK
n5
b3,t
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn3s,a2K
n6
u,a4K
n2
b1,r
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,t
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n5
s,a3K
n4
u,rK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,tK
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn5s,a3K
n3
u,a2K
n2
b1,t
Kn4b2,rK
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n3
s,a2K
n5
u,a3K
n2
b1,r
Kn4b2,tK
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn4s,a2K
n3
u,rK
n2
b1,t
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n3
s,a1K
n1
u,a4K
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,t
Kn2b4,r
+ Kn1s,a4K
n3
u,a1K
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,r
Kn2b4,t +K
n1
s,a4K
n6
u,rK
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,t
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn1s,a4K
n5
u,a3K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,tK
n6
b3,r
Kn2b4,a1 +K
n1
s,a4K
n4
u,a2K
n3
b1,t
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,r
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn5s,a3K
n1
u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
n6
b3,t
Kn2b4,a1 +K
n4
s,a2K
n1
u,a4K
n3
b1,r
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,t
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn2s,a4K
n1
u,rK
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a3K
n6
b3,t
Kn3b4,a1
)
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Γrstu62 = g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5),(m)φa1b1φa2b2φa3b3φa4b4
(
Kn2u,a1K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,a4
Kn1b4,tK
m
s,r
+ Kn5u,a4K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,a3K
n4
b3,t
Kn1b4,a1K
m
s,r +K
n4
u,a3K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,tK
n5
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1K
m
s,r
+ Kn3u,a2K
n2
b1,t
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1K
m
s,r +K
n1
u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,t
Kn2b4,a1K
m
s,r
+ Kn2s,a1K
n5
u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,tK
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,r +K
n2
s,a1K
n4
u,a2K
n3
b1,t
Kn5b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,r
+ Kn2s,tK
n3
u,a1K
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,r +K
n2
s,a1K
m
u,tK
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,a4
Kn1b4,r
+ Kn5s,a4K
n2
u,a1K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,t +K
n4
s,a2K
n2
u,a1K
n3
b1,r
Kn5b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,t
+ Kn3s,a1K
n2
u,rK
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,t +K
n4
s,tK
n5
u,a4K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,rK
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn5s,a4K
n4
u,rK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,tK
m
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Kn1b4,a1 +K
n5
s,a4K
n3
u,a2K
n2
b1,t
Kn4b2,rK
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn3s,a2K
n5
u,a4K
n2
b1,r
Kn4b2,tK
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n3
s,tK
n4
u,a2K
n2
b1,r
Kn5b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn4s,a2K
n3
u,rK
n2
b1,t
Kn5b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n5
s,a4K
m
u,tK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,a3K
n4
b3,r
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn4s,a3K
m
u,tK
n2
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Kn3b2,rK
n5
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n3
s,a2K
m
u,tK
n2
b1,r
Kn4b2,a3K
n5
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn3s,a1K
n1
u,a4K
n4
b1,a2
Kn5b2,tK
m
b3,a3
Kn2b4,r +K
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s,a4K
n3
u,a1K
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b1,a2
Kn5b2,rK
m
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Kn2b4,t
+ Kn5s,tK
n1
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Kn4b2,rK
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Kn2b4,a1 +K
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u,rK
n3
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Kn4b2,tK
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n3
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Kn5b2,rK
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Kn2b4,a1 +K
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n3
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+ Kn1s,a4K
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Kn4b2,a3K
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+ Kn2s,a4K
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)
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Γrstu63 = g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4),(m1,m2)φa1b1φa2b2φa3b3φa4b4
(
Km2u,rK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,a3K
n4
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1K
m1
s,t
+ Km1u,rK
n2
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n1
u,a4K
n4
b1,t
Km1b2,a3K
m2
b3,a2
Kn2b4,r
+ Kn1s,a4K
n3
u,a1K
n4
b1,r
Km1b2,a3K
m2
b3,a2
Kn2b4,t +K
m2
s,a3K
n1
u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,tK
m1
b3,r
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn1s,a4K
m2
u,a3K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
m1
b3,t
Kn2b4,a1 +K
m1
s,a3K
n1
u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,tK
m2
b3,r
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn1s,a4K
m1
u,a3K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
m2
b3,t
Kn2b4,a1 +K
n1
s,a4K
n4
u,rK
n3
b1,t
Km1b2,a3K
m2
b3,a2
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn2s,a4K
n1
u,rK
n4
b1,t
Km1b2,a3K
m2
b3,a2
Kn3b4,a1
)
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Γrstu64 = g6,(n1,n2,n3,n4),(m),(o)φa1b1φa2b2φa3b3φa4b4
(
Kn2u,a1K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a4K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,tK
m
s,r
+ Kn4u,a4K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,tK
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1K
m
s,r +K
n3
u,a2K
n2
b1,t
Kn4b2,a4K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1K
m
s,r
+ Kou,tK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,a3K
n4
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1K
m
s,r +K
n1
u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,tK
o
b3,a3
Kn2b4,a1K
m
s,r
+ Kn2u,a1K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,tK
o
s,r +K
n4
u,a4K
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,tK
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1K
o
s,r
+ Kn3u,a2K
n2
b1,t
Kn4b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1K
o
s,r +K
m
u,tK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,a3K
n4
b3,a4
Kn1b4,a1K
o
s,r
+ Kn1u,a4K
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,tK
m
b3,a3
Kn2b4,a1K
o
s,r +K
n2
s,a1K
o
u,tK
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,r
+ Kn2s,a1K
n4
u,a4K
n3
b1,t
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,r +K
n2
s,tK
n3
u,a1K
n4
b1,a4
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,r
+ Kn2s,a1K
m
u,tK
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,a4K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,r +K
n4
s,a4K
n2
u,a1K
n3
b1,r
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,t
+ Kn3s,a1K
n2
u,rK
n4
b1,a4
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,t +K
n4
s,a4K
o
u,tK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,rK
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn3s,a2K
o
u,tK
n2
b1,r
Kn4b2,a4K
m
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n3
s,tK
n4
u,a4K
n2
b1,r
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn4s,a4K
n3
u,rK
n2
b1,t
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n4
s,a4K
m
u,tK
n2
b1,a2
Kn3b2,rK
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1
+ Kn3s,a2K
m
u,tK
n2
b1,r
Kn4b2,a4K
o
b3,a3
Kn1b4,a1 +K
n3
s,a1K
n1
u,a4K
n4
b1,t
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn2b4,r
+ Kn1s,a4K
n3
u,a1K
n4
b1,r
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn2b4,t +K
n1
s,a4K
o
u,tK
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
m
b3,a3
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn4s,tK
n1
u,a4K
n3
b1,r
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn2b4,a1 +K
n1
s,a4K
n4
u,rK
n3
b1,t
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn2b4,a1
+ Kn1s,a4K
m
u,tK
n3
b1,a2
Kn4b2,rK
o
b3,a3
Kn2b4,a1 +K
n1
s,tK
n2
u,a4K
n4
b1,r
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn3b4,a1
+ Kn2s,a4K
n1
u,rK
n4
b1,t
Kmb2,a2K
o
b3,a3
Kn3b4,a1
)
.
(109)
Let us now investigate the r.h.s. of the flow equation for the individual couplings in the
self-dual GW-action.
The r.h.s. for m2 is the restriction − 12 R˙abcdPcdrs(Γ4[φ]−R4[φ])rstuPtuab
∣∣∣
[φ.φ]k
. Let us
denote the index independent part of 12 (P.R˙.P )
rstu by Irstu and its index dependent part by
Drstu, such that [φ.φ]k is generated by the following terms on the r.h.s. of the flow equation
(D + I)rstu[φ.φ]Arstu
Irstu ((φ.φ)ruAst + ...) ,
(110)
where A stands for any rest and the parenthesis stands for permutation of indices.
The r.h.s. for Z is − 12 R˙abcdPcdrs(Γ4[φ]−R4[φ])rstuPtuab
∣∣∣
[φ.K.φ]k
, which is generated by
the following terms on the r.h.s. of the flow equation:
(D + I)rstu ([φ.φ.K] + [φ.K.φ] + [φ.φ.K])Arstu
Drstu ((φ.φ)stAru + ...)
Irstu
(
(K.φ.φ+ φ.K.φ+ φ.φ.K)
st
Aru + ...
)
.
(111)
The r.h.s. for λ is − 12 R˙abcdPcdrs(Γ6[φ]−R6[φ])rstuPtuab
∣∣∣
[φ.φ.φ.φ]k
+
1
2 R˙
abcdPcdr1s1(Γ4[φ]−R4[φ])r1s1t1u1P t1u1r2s2(Γ4[φ]−R4[φ])r2s2t2u2Pt2u2ab
∣∣∣
[φ.φ.φ.φ]k
, which is
generated by the following terms on the r.h.s. of the flow equation:
(I +D)rstu[φ.φ.φ.φ]Arstu
Irstu ((φ.φ.φ.φ)stAru + ...)
Ir1s1t2u2 ((φ.φ)s1t1Ar1u1 + (φ.φ)s1t1Ar1u1)Cδt1u1r2s2 ((φ.φ)s2t2Ar2u2 + (φ.φ)s2t2Ar2u2)
(112)
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where we split P rstu = Cδruδst+Qrstu into its index independent diagonal part and rest. This
convenient form of the propagator comes straight from the inversion of Γ(2)+R, because R is
supposed to give IR modes a large mass term O(k2)δruδst, such that we can invert Γ(2) +R
in a geometric series C−1(I+C−1rest)−1 = C−1I−C−2rest + ... ,where we used that δruδst
is the identity operator I on matrices.
Let us now extract the necessary terms (φ.φ)stAru, (φ.φ)ruAst, [φ.φ]Arstu, ... from the
Hessains. Although possible it is very cumbersome to discuss all terms individually. We thus
automatize this procedure by defining a set of contraction rules that yield the desired term
and subsequent extraction of the coefficient of this term.
To extract (φ.φ).., [φ.φ] we apply to (Γ4[φ]− R4[φ])rstu the repeated replacement rules
Knabφbc → δn,0φac
Knbaφbc → δn,0φac
Knabφcb → δn,0φca
Knbaφcb → δn,0φca
φabφbc → σφ.φac,
(113)
and subsequently extract the coefficient of σ and investigate the index structure of this
coefficient. This yields the coefficients
(φ.φ)sr : 3Kmu,tg4,(0,0,0),(m)
(φ.φ)st : g4,(n1,0,0,0)K
n1
u,r + g4,(0,n2,0,0)K
n2
u,r + g4,(0,0,n3,0)K
n3
u,r + g4,(0,0,0,n4)K
n4
u,r
(φ.φ)ur : g4,(n1,0,0,0)K
n1
s,t + g4,(0,n2,0,0)K
n2
s,t + g4,(0,0,n3,0)K
n3
s,t + g4,(0,0,0,n4)K
n4
s,t
(φ.φ)ut : 3Kms,rg4,(0,0,0),(m)
[φ.φ] : Kou,tg4,(0,0),(m),(o)K
m
s,r +K
m
u,tg4,(0,0),(m),(o)K
o
s,r +K
m2
s,t K
m1
u,rg4,(0,0),(m1,m2)
+ Km1s,t K
m2
u,rg4,(0,0),(m1,m2) +K
n2
s,tK
n1
u,rg4,(n1,n2),(0,0) +K
n1
s,tK
n2
u,rg4,(n1,n2),(0,0)
(114)
imposing the uniqueness conditions for the couplings yields
(φ.φ)sr : 3Kmu,tg4,(0,0,0),(m)
(φ.φ)st : g4,(n1,0,0,0)K
n1
u,r + 3g4,(0,0,0,0)δu,r
(φ.φ)ur : g4,(n1,0,0,0)K
n1
s,t + 3g4,(0,0,0,0)δs,t
(φ.φ)ut : 3Kms,rg4,(0,0,0),(m)
[φ.φ] : g4,(0,0),(m),(o)
(
Kou,tK
m
s,r +K
m
u,tK
o
s,r
)
+ 2g4,(0,0),0,0)δs,tδu,r
+ g4,(n1,n2),(0,0)
(
Kn2s,tK
n1
u,r +K
n1
s,tK
n2
u,r
)
.
(115)
To extract (K.φ.φ).., (φ.K.φ).., (φ.φ.K).., [K.φ.φ], we apply to (Γ4[φ]−R4[φ])rstu the re-
peated replacements
Knabφbc → δn,0φac + δn,1K.φac
φabK
n
bc → δn,0φac + δn,1φ.Kac
φabφbc → φ.φac
Knabφ.φbc → σδn,1K.φ.φac
φ.φabK
n
bc → σδn,1φ.φ.Kac
φabK.φbc → σφ.K.φac
K.φabφbc → σK.φ.φac
φabφ.Kbc → σφ.φ.Kac
φ.Kabφbc → σφ.K.φac
(116)
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and subsequently extract the coefficient of σ. Comparing the index structure yields the
coefficients
(K.φ.φ)ur : g4,(n1,1,0,0)K
n1
s,t + g4,(0,n2,1,0)K
n2
s,t + g4,(0,0,n3,1)K
n3
s,t + g4,(1,0,0,n4)K
n4
s,t
(K.φ.φ)st : g4,(n1,1,0,0)K
n1
u,r + g4,(0,n2,1,0)K
n2
u,r + g4,(0,0,n3,1)K
n3
u,r + g4,(1,0,0,n4)K
n4
u,r
(K.φ.φ)ut : g4,(0,0,1),(m)K
m
s,r + g4,(0,1,0),(m)K
m
s,r + g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
s,r
(K.φ.φ)sr : g4,(0,0,1),(m)K
m
u,t + g4,(0,1,0),(m)K
m
u,t + g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
u,t
[K.φ.φ] : Km2u,r
(
g4,(0,1),(m1,m2) + g4,(1,0),(m1,m2)
)
Km1s,t
+ Km1u,r
(
g4,(0,1),(m1,m2) + g4,(1,0),(m1,m2)
)
Km2s,t
+ Kn2u,r
(
g4,(n1,n2),(0,1) + g4,(n1,n2),(1,0)
)
Kn1s,t
+ Kn1u,r
(
g4,(n1,n2),(0,1) + g4,(n1,n2),(1,0)
)
Kn2s,t
+
(
Kou,tK
m
s,r +K
m
u,tK
o
s,r
) (
g4,(0,1),(m),(o) + g4,(1,0),(m),(o)
)
(φ.φ.K)ur : g4,(n1,0,0,1)K
n1
s,t + g4,(1,n2,0,0)K
n2
s,t + g4,(0,1,n3,0)K
n3
s,t + g4,(0,0,1,n4)K
n4
s,t
(φ.φ.K)st : g4,(n1,0,0,1)K
n1
u,r + g4,(1,n2,0,0)K
n2
u,r + g4,(0,1,n3,0)K
n3
u,r + g4,(0,0,1,n4)K
n4
u,r
(φ.φ.K)ut : g4,(0,0,1),(m)K
m
s,r + g4,(0,1,0),(m)K
m
s,r + g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
s,r
(φ.φ.K)sr : g4,(0,0,1),(m)K
m
u,t + g4,(0,1,0),(m)K
m
u,t + g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
u,t
(117)
where the index uniqueness conditions yield:
(K.φ.φ)ur : g4,(n1,1,0,0)K
n1
s,t + g4,(1,0,0,0)δs,t + g4,(1,0,0,1)Ks,t
(K.φ.φ)st : g4,(n1,1,0,0)K
n1
u,r + g4,(1,0,0,0)δu,r + g4(1,0,0,1)Ku,r
(K.φ.φ)ut : g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
s,r
(K.φ.φ)sr : g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
u,t
[K.φ.φ] : 2
(
g4,(1,0)(0,0)δs,tδu,r + g4,(1,0)(1,1)Ks,tKu,r
)
+ g4,(1,0)(1,0) (δs,tKu,r + δu,rKs,t)
+ g4,(n1,n2),(1,0)
(
Kn2s,tK
n1
u,r +K
n1
s,tK
n2
u,r
)
+
(
Kou,tK
m
s,r +K
m
u,tK
o
s,r
)
g4,(1,0),(m),(o)
(φ.φ.K)ur : g4,(n1,0,0,1)K
n1
s,t +
(
g4,(1,0,0,0)δs,t + g4,(1,1,0,0)Ks,t
)
(φ.φ.K)st : g4,(n1,0,0,1)K
n1
u,r +
(
g4,(1,0,0,0)δu,r + g4,(1,1,0,0)Ku,r
)
(φ.φ.K)ut : g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
s,r
(φ.φ.K)sr : g4,(1,0,0),(m)K
m
u,t
(118)
To extract [φ.φ.φ.φ], (φ.φ.φ.φ).. from (Γ6[φ] − R6[φ])rstu, we use repeated replacements
analogous to (113). The coefficients turn out to be
(φ.φ.φ.φ)st : g6,(n1,0,0,0,0,0)K
n1
u,r + g6,(0,n2,0,0,0,0)K
n2
u,r + g6,(0,0,n3,0,0,0)K
n3
u,r
+ g6,(0,0,0,n4,0,0)K
n4
u,r + g6,(0,0,0,0,n5,0)K
n5
u,r + g6,(0,0,0,0,0,n6)K
n6
u,r
(φ.φ.φ.φ)ur : g6,(n1,0,0,0,0,0)K
n1
s,t + g6,(0,n2,0,0,0,0)K
n2
s,t + g6,(0,0,n3,0,0,0)K
n3
s,t
+ g6,(0,0,0,n4,0,0)K
n4
s,t + g6,(0,0,0,0,n5,0)K
n5
s,t + g6,(0,0,0,0,0,n6)K
n6
s,t
(φ.φ.φ.φ)sr : 5Kmu,tg6,(0,0,0,0,0),(m)
(φ.φ.φ.φ)ut : 5Kms,rg6,(0,0,0,0,0),(m)
[φ.φ.φ.φ] : Kou,tg6,(0,0,0,0),(m),(o)K
m
s,r +K
m
u,tg6,(0,0,0,0),(m),(o)K
o
s,r
+ Km2s,t K
m1
u,rg6,(0,0,0,0),(m1,m2) +K
m1
s,t K
m2
u,rg6,(0,0,0,0),(m1,m2).
(119)
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Imposing the uniqueness conditions for the couplings yields:
(φ.φ.φ.φ)st : g6,(n1,0,0,0,0,0)K
n1
u,r + 5g6,(0,0,0,0,0,0)δu,r
(φ.φ.φ.φ)ur : g6,(n1,0,0,0,0,0)K
n1
s,t + 5g6,(0,0,0,0,0,0)δs,t
(φ.φ.φ.φ)sr : 5Kmu,tg6,(0,0,0,0,0),(m)
(φ.φ.φ.φ)ut : 5Kms,rg6,(0,0,0,0,0),(m)
[φ.φ.φ.φ] : g6,(0,0,0,0),(m),(o)
(
Kou,tK
m
s,r +K
m
u,tK
o
s,r
)
+ g6,(0,0,0,0),(m1,m2)
(
Km2s,t K
m1
u,r +K
m1
s,t K
m2
u,r
)
.
(120)
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